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y wedding was a year ago. Why didn't the announcement run in the current Class Notes?" "I wrote to you about a

SPRING

1998

story in the Autumn issue the day I read it, but you didn't run my letter till the following summer."

Try as we might to please our readers, the nature of a quarterly magazine means that comments like these will keep coming
up. So that our readers who don't work in publishing can understand how the magazine is produced, here is background on

Romancing the Water I

our production schedules.

~Sam

2

Scott '96. R igorous training and mandato ry

prac tice test th e athletes'- and coach's- mettle a s

The feature articles are planned and assigned several months before the magazine's mailing date. For this issue, Class Notes were

a fat her passes th e o ar to his son, continuing a
assembled by the Alumni Office in early January. We edited them and sent copy to our art director in February, so he could begin

proud SCU trad i tion .

layout. Our letters section followed, and then came the feature articles, alumni proffies, and the rest of the magazine.

A Family Matter I
By late March, we were reading preliminary proofs. During the first week of April, completed pages went out to be turned into

8

By Tegan M. McLane. An innovative program in the
Under the watchfUl

film, then final proofs. The editors and the art director checked these during late April, and final film was sent to our printer in

ryes ofvillagers, SCU focu i!J ond administrators
discover a Guatemalafar from the to urist path w'!Y·

business scho o l o p e n s the door to frank , incisive
c ommunication a m o ng f a mily members who s e
kin ship extends t o th e business wo r ld.

mid-May. After a last round of checking, the magazine was printed, bound, labeled, and mailed.
j OANNE SANF I LIPPO ' 66

While all this was going on, we started the Summer 1998 issue in March by determining content and assigning feature articles.

Director of University Mar~·eting
and Communications

Postcards from Guatemala
A Universi!J

ANN GRANNING BENNETT

Although we use modern-day electronic technology, we don't move with the speed of a weekly newsmagazine or even a monthly

Senior Ed itor

marketplace

Assistant Editor
BRYAN PETERSON

Peterson 8.: Comparry
Art Director, Designer

our well-timed attention.

By Tegan M. McLan e. Fo r the thi r d ye ar, a group of

program offers a

C HR IST INE SP I E L BERGE R '69

publication. Yet we continue to look for ways to streamline the production process and promise to give your continuing comments

f a culty and staff journey to the outback o f

for exchange of

Gu a t e mala. As o b se rvers a nd recorders , they l e arn

business pointers.

much from th e n a tives they me et.

BECKY W A D E

Floodbusters

Production , Designer
CONNIE HI NCKLEY

~Susan

ELIZABETH R HEI N

Copy Edito"

Ann Granning Bennett

22

2

8

Frry. Contrary to the sta id image enginee ring

might connote, C e ntral Valley civil enginee r s dash

NANCY McCANN

Senior Editor

off t o save th e ir world from impending dis ast e r.

Editorial Assistant
CHARLES B A R RY

Photographer
Ku ' 98
lVrite r/ l nte rn
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I Snail

!.Snail Mail, E-mail &Fax I
what kind of Thomistic or Neo-

The thing that impressed me most is

Congratulations! At last we have a

scholastically derived statements

the much better "choreography"

coherent magazine, both in design

Orr would like to have seen.

The supreme gift

Y

"A child is not something owed

He has left out of the picture the

Mail, E-mail & Fax I

What I saw was an illustration of

of the Winter 1998 issue. Publication

and content. Bryan Peterson's layout

design is like dance. As each page

and design are highly professional

unfolds, the reader must be exposed

and consistent. Alumni news and

part that athletics play in preparing

the basic tenet that complex prob-

"The 'supreme gift of marriage' is a

today's students to go out and face

lems have complex solutions. It

to new paces! Surprises are neces-

class notes are now pleasing to the

ethics of cloning ["Double

human person. A child may not be

the world. In order to succeed,

reminded me of St. Thomas's recog-

sary (pages 14-15 and 20-21). Pace

eye and much more readable . I like

or Nothing ," Autumn

considered a piece of property , an

particularly in th e business world ,

nition that the closer one comes to

needs to change! Otherwise it

the consistency of the screens ,

[becomes] a dull and uneventful

variations of tans and purple. They

our recent piece on the

1997] was thoughtful and welcome.
In point of fact, attempts at cloning

will result in numerous abortions
(some spontaneous, others induced);
children conceived with horrible
deformities; children born with horrible deformities and then allowedor forced-to die ; and many children
who will face a lifetime of struggle
with serious handicaps. For this reason
alone, society ought to reject a process that reduces these human beings
to the status of slaves , of objects of
medical technology.

As a starting point for reflection
by SCU alumni and friends, however, I do wish one of the professors

to one, but is a gift," it concludes.

idea to which an alleged 'right to a

today's graduate needs the drive,

specifying particular acts as inferred

child' would lead . In this area only

desire to excel, and unselfish ded-

from general principles, the more

experience. The issue is exciting

contribute to the coherence of

the child possesses genuine rights;
the right to be the fruit of the specific
act of the conjugal love of his parents. " (CCC#2378)
Such language obviously precludes cloning for committed
Catholics. . . . it would be better to
start the discussion at a Catholic
university with a frank acknowledgment that, for the Catholic Church

ication that can best be learned

they will fail in their universal appli-

and "hip." Excellent work. . .. P.S.

this issue. Now the magazine really

cation. The faculty seems very aware

The WTiting ain't bad, either!

has "class . "

jAMES

F.

AUBREY ' 49

Roseville, Calif

EDMUND C. HURLBUTT ' 74

positive feeling about the future of
Santa Clara.

Agreeing with Aquinas

Something's missing

Catholic teaching on th e matter.
President Paul Locatelli , S.J. ["The

of subjects in the articles. Apparently

Higher Education Marketing Consultant
Mountain View, Calif

issues will have a theme or pattern
that will preclude the "buckshot "
approach of a little of this and a little

Des Moines, Iowa

Many thanks for the article on the
Class of '37 [Reunion and gift] and

The letter by Orr Kelly '48

for the entries on the deaths of

of that for all constituencies .
CHRISTIAAN T. LIEVESTRO

A roundup of Winter issue
comments

both '37 alums.

on cloning ["Double or Nothing,"

I got your [Winter 1998] issue and

only for the Class of ' 3 7 [article],

Autumn 1997]- the result of inter-

Congratulations, Ms. Bennett, on

liked most of what I saw. Beginning

but I am really impressed [by] the

views with eight faculty members-

your new eminence as senior editor.

with the subtle but important changes

content , particularly the articles

and (in the same issue) the vision of

I'm sure you will enjoy this position

on the cover [color in the logo and

on Huell Howser ' s series on the

University President Paul Locatelli,

and the people at Santa Clara.

article descriptions], I think there is

California Missions (page 4),

S.J., for Santa Clara's future ["The

I'm equally sure that you will do a

vast improvement in the front of the

Francisco Jimenez (page 10), and

Art of an Integrated Education"]

good job.

magazine , especially with the letters

on -screen priests (page 14); the

was stimulating. It moved me to reread

and news, which are cleaner and

"Adobe Legacy" (wonderful , wonder-

much. [The issues it covers] a r e

glaring contrast between the article

Erecutive Director
Fresno/ Modem Right to Life
fl-esno, Calif

Most important is the coherence

ROBERTS . TOPOR

RAY HOCK '48

1998] outlining what he saw as a

already available, quite vigorous , and

Although it does not speak

of that. I continue to have a most

["Vanishing Thomism," Winter

at least , the case is already closed.

quoted would have cited the
extremely authoritative Roman

on the athletic field.

George McCarthy andjohn Chartz,

SOU Professor ofEnglish Emeritus
Los Gatos, Calif

The Winter issue is great! Not

We enjoy the magazine very

directly to cloning, the catechism of

Art of an Integrated Education , "

the articles, but I didn't find the

the Catholic Church already insists

Autumn 1997] attempts to paint in

better organized and far more invit-

ful) and [campus archaeology]

contrast. I share Orr's admiration

broad and deep. Herewith some

ing to the reader. The same is true

articles by Susan Vogel; and Sam

for Locatelli's statement of Santa

help to carry on (our subscription

of the back of the magazine, which is

Bennett's article on "Women

Clara's future as "enhancing acade-

donation).

easier to read. There is also improve-

Invent!" Finally, I did not know that

mic quality by 'strengthening our

ment in the sidebar features . As for

Dan Saracino is a watercolor artist

Jesuit and Catholic identity,' " but I

the general features , while I did not

[inside back cover]!

that "techniques [of reproduction]
that entail the dissociation of husband and wife by the intrusion of a
person other than the couple ...
are gravely immoral." ( CCC#2376)
It is impermissible , the catechism
continues, that "(t)he act which

words a picture of the ideal educational program for students as prescribed by Jesuit tradition .
The picture that Locatelli reveals
to us is not finished. The canvas

found nothing in the remarks of

needs one more element to be classi-

have a chance to read them all, they

the faculty on the cloning issue that

fied as a true work of art.

look better and promise to get even

was out of line with it. I wonder

appreciation and congratulations to

better as you go along . ...

all involved.

brings the child into existence is no

To OuR

give themselves to one another, but

RE 1\DERS

one that entrusts the life and identity of the embryo into the power of
doctors and biologists and establishes the domination of technology
over the origin and destiny of the

for future changes. It doesn't scream,
that's good.

dence to the editor, Santa Clara Magazine, Donohoe Alumni House, Santa Clara University,
Santa Clara, CA 95053-1505; fax, 408-554-5464; E-mail, <agbennett@mailer.scu.edu >.

BILL ADAMS '37

and gives Santa Clara a publication

San]ose, Calif

that can be compared with the best
in the. country.

We may edit letters for style, clarity , civility , and length.
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A great new look for a fine magazine .

ROBERT REICHLEY

Executive Vice President and Secretary Emeritus
Brown Universi!J'
Providence, R.I.

Congratulations on the magazine
redesign. The new look is refreshing

''I'M DIFFERENT!" It is, and
We welcome letters in response to articles. Please limit copy to 200 words. Address correspon-

human person. " (CCC#2377)

2

right step forward to pave the way

Carmel Vallry, Calif

A great issue! Please pass on my

The change looks great and is the

longer an act by which two persons

BILL NICHOLSON ' 36

MR . AND MRS. C . E. INMAN

CARL T. HERRMAN
Art Director, U.S. Postal Service
Laguna Nigu el, Calif

Sunriver, Ore.
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I Mission Matters I

I

New residence hall planned for juniors and seniors
SCU's Canterbury Program:
~~nd gladJy

cfl(

s a community of scholars-

wolde he lerne and gladJy teche"
who compete according to specific

These connections are being

By

next autumn, construction

could begin on an apartment-style

Pre/imina!)' plans for the

residence hall on: campus, according

hall's apartments include

to Philip Riley, associate provost

this 1,010-square-foot

for residential education. Planning

"Garden" model. It con-

for the new structure- which could

tains four single bed-

be available for occupancy for fall

rooms, each with a study

especially the teaching scholars

pursued on several fronts simultane-

high criteria. The Canterbury

quarter 1999 -began last fall , with

space, as well as a living/

comprising Santa Clara's

ously. The program sent a recently

Program also plans to augment the

a working proposal drafted by Riley,

dining commons area.

faculty- the University seeks to pro-

graduated senior last year to an inter-

existing English Department intern-

Linda Franke (director ofhousing

full kitchen, and compmt-

vide innovative collaboration in

national conference in Canterbury,

ship program by placing outstanding

and residence life), and] ames Briggs

menta/ized bath. Also

teaching and learning. The Canter-

England, where he presented a paper.

English majors in yet more local

(vice provost for student affairs).

on the drawing board is

bury Program, established in 1997

businesses for a variety of hands-on

With assistance from the staff of

a 925 -square-foot

and directed by Associate Professor

experiences. In addition, while

Gordon Prill, Inc. construction

"Cour!yard" unit offering

Phyllis Brown, serves this mandate

waiting for the University to allocate

company and from architect Steve

the same amenities for

by enabling "students to explore the

instructional space in St. Joseph's

Brodie, the team took the plan to

four occupants.

creative convergence of literary

Hall for a computer lab with

groups of faculty, staff, and students

Internet connections to local busi-

for input from across campus. In

nesses, the Canterbury Program

addition, they visited other colleges

will use the high-tech Tamaki

and universities to view and dis -

mittee determined that the optimal

to residential learning is related to
its Strategic Plan initiatives toward a

classics and current technology,

Where the program takes an

written communication and corpo-

unusual turn, however,

rate culture," according to the
program's brochure.
The concept and initial funding
for the program came from an
SCU graduate and several English
Department faculty. Additional
funding comes from the College of

is that it seeks to forge connections
between English majors and

Arts and Sciences, the President's

and to promote student

Office, the Women's Studies
Program, and the Medieval and
Renaissance Studies Program.

learning in both traditional

The Canterbury Program seeks to
English and American literature and
to encourage English majors to

Classroom in Bannan Hall to develop

cuss similar residence halls , and

site for the new building will be down

they under took focus groups with

the block from Casa Italiana on

community of scholars and integrat-

such as online internships and collab -

SCU students.

Bellomy Street, where the Music and

ed education. According to the

Dance departments once were

proposal for the building, "Past

for up to 250 students that provides

located. Though larger than the 62-

Housing and Residence Life efforts

potential third phase of the pro-

greater diversity and flexibility for

person Casa Italiana, the new

-the LINC project to bring the halls

gram is the creation of a Canterbury

the University's on-campus housing

online, theme residences linked to

Center juxtaposing a humanist

program. The University's nine

library with the technological instruc-

undergraduate residence halls can

tional space.

house I, 775 students, mostly fresh-

Studies have shown that
residential life is a powerful means
to promote student learning.

academic programs [ Casa Italiana,

Brown, "has shown me the infinite

innovative methodologies.

The plan calls for a residence hall

and technology in Silicon Valley. A

"The Canterbury Program, " says

and technologicaljy

support undergraduate research in

The University's current approach

and implement innovative projects
orative projects involving business

people in business and industry

The University's Facilities Com-

men and sophomores. All but one
( Casa Italiana) were designed and

the Freshman Residential Community, and Unity House], faculty
associates, using hall commons for
University programs, serving as a

vistas that can open up when alumni

built more than 30 yea rs ago. The

building also will be three stories and

means for undergraduate research-

enthusiastic about Santa Clara

new facility is designed to better

have a similar design . Preliminary

have proven effective ... to foster

pursue the study of Early English

University collaborate with faculty to

facilitate the integration of living and

plans call for apartments to accom-

true living/learning experiences for

authors such as Chaucer , Shake-

envision new educational opportu-

learning; to appeal to upper-divi-

modate four students with four

our students ."

speare , and Milton. Where the pro-

nities for our undergraduates. Even

sion students (and possibly graduate

private bedroom/study areas, a shared

gram takes an unusual turn, however,

more exciting right now, however,

students) whose interest in on-

but compartmentalized bathroom,

Franke, "will be the signature

"The new residence hall," says

is that it seeks to forge connections

This year, the program is funding

is stage one, the Canterbury Program's

campus residence living is driven by

and a common living room/dining

piece of what we want to do with

between English majors and people

two Canterbury Fellows who are

support for collaborative research

educational as well as local housing

room/kitchen. A landscaped out-

residential education across campus

in business and industry and to

engaged in collaborative research

with current students, allowing me,

market reasons; to be a catalyst and

door commons also will enhance

and should serve to guide the

promote student learning in both

with SCU faculty members. The

like Chaucer's clerk [quoted in the

model for future renovation of

University's future thinking about

traditional and technologically inno-

program plans to nominate a select

headline], to explore new venues for

existing buildings and programs; and

the living experience of the building's residents.

vative methodologies.

number of Canterbury Fellows

reciprocal teaching and learning."

to provide Conference Services

each April from among SCU juniors

4
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halls and programs."

"Studies have shown," says Franke,

with improved space in the sum-

"that residential life is a powerful

mer months.

means to promote student learning."
SANTA

C LAR A
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Students helping students in campus emergencies

Housing and Residence Life staff,
the dean of students, and campus
Public Safety, as well as the City of

A

new emergency services pro-

Santa Clara Fire Department and

gram at SCU gives students

SCU' s insurance carrier.
Another student, Sam Suleman

campus . Most are residential programs,

Summer conferences
come to campus

such as the Soundwall Music Camp,
National Computer Camp, United Spirit
Association ( cheerleading), and coaching

If you thought the University's residence

camps for basketball, soccer, volleyball,

ber for assistance instead of 9II

'99, wrote much of the program's

halls closed down every summer between

and wrestling. Some, such as Science

when Cowell Student Health Center

protocol with Donnelly. "If it weren't

commencement and fall quarter, Kathleen

Adventures and a few basketball and base-

is closed. If they dial 4444 (Public

for Sam and his enthusiasm, I don't

McMahon in Conference Services has news

ball coaching camps, are for day partici-

for you.

pants only. In addition, SCU hosts a small

the option of calling a campus num-

Safety) for help, they're now served by

think EMS would have gotten off the

Emergency Medical Services (EMS),

ground as quickly as it did," says

a basic response team composed of

Lang. Suleman works at SCU as a

SCU athletic camps and academic pro-

nine trained student volunteers.

residence hall advisor, in addition

"Most alumni and others are aware of

number of summer residential programs
for adults, including the SCU School of

grams for youngsters. And there's plenty of

Law's Death Penalty College, Study Group

to his volunteer hours with EMS.

information distributed about nonresiden -

USA for international students, and the

ready to respond- uniformed, with a

Other student members of the new

tial academic-credit summer programs and

California Arts Project for K-12 teachers.

vehicle and radio -7 p.m.-midnight

medical service include Jack Hart

workshops for adults in our graduate

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and

'98, Jen Shoup '98, Joe Goethals

schools, as well as Lifelong Learning. But

'99, Annie Davidson '99, Steve Grist

Conference Services offers many other

don't mind staying in residence halls.

opportunities to showcase the University,

The proposed apartment-style residence

EMS volunteers are on duty and

Sunday;

7 p.m.-2

a.m. Wednesday,

'99, and Shauna Roitenberg '99 .

Friday, and Saturday. They are on
call overnight till7 a.m. every night of

EMS volunteers on duty:
A new emergency services
program at SCU gives students the
option of calling a campus
number for assistance instead of
911 when Cowell is closed.
the week. They also provide medical standby service at large Uni-

7 p.m.- midnight
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
& Sunday
"EMS is a win-win for everyone

sick students would call 9II, although

involved," says Laurie Lang, Cowell's

most of their problems weren't seri-

health educator who, with Michelle

ous. A sprained ankle, for example,

Helms, the center's physician's assis-

7 p.m.- 2 a.m.
Wednesday, Friday & Saturday

is not the proper use of 9II." Such

Seniors Donnelly and Giudice have

especially to young people who might be

hall [page 5] will open up more possibili-

considering SCU in their future."

ties for us with an adult market. University

For more than 10 years, says McMahon,
the University's summer season- roughly
mid-June through August- has welcomed

residential events that we can't accom-

young visitors and their advisors or coun-

modate now."

selors in a variety of non-SCU programs. "All

programs or future Conference Services

in some sort of educational program consis-

possibilities at SCU, contact McMahon at

tent with the mission of the University,"

408-554-4302. (See the Special Events list-

says McMahon.

ings on page 47 for details about other sum-

tant and family nurse practitioner,

non-life-threatening calls, says

been accepted by medical schools,

help with disaster preparedness

Lang, tie up the county's emergency

underscoring the benefits of the

diverse educational experiences for young

on campus.

"When Cowell was closed, injured or

system and lead to unnecessary costs

new program.

people (grades 1-12) will be available on

rides to the hospital, which some
The idea for the SCU program

6

ment has loaned the program a
vehicle, there are more needs to be

came from two students, Matt

covered, says Lang. " Our EMS team

Donnelly '98 and Matt Giudice '98,

could really use a golf cart-like vehicle

inception in 1956. Unfortunately, JVC Southwest lost many records in the 1989 Lorna Prieta

who based it on a similar program at

for emergency response calls, as well

earthquake. And other regions' record-keeping, in some cases, has been sketchy. To find out

Loyola Marymount University in

as pagers and other medical supplies."

who from SCU has served with JVC, the Bannan Institute is requesting that former volun-

Los Angeles. In 1997 they wrote a

If you'd like to help in any way,

teers write, telephone, or e-mail the University and give their name and year served, as

proposal for EMS, and Lang worked

well as the names of any other SCU alums who may have served with them . Please direct this

on the many administrative details

contact Lang at 408-554 - 4448,
e-mail <llang@mailer .scu .edu >,

information to: Bannan Institute for Jesuit Education and Christian Values,

necessary to get it approved and

or Suleman at 408-551-3004,

implemented. "It was a case of every-

<ssulema n @mailer.scu.edu>.

telephone 408-551-1951, e-mail< BProulx@mailer.scu .edu> .

SANTA

C LAR A

"everyone" including the University's
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mer offerings such as basketball camps for
girls and the Young Scholars Program.]

plies, and the SCU Facilities Depart-

the many exemplary SCU alumni who have served in the Jesuit Volunteer Corps since its

one getting together," she says, with

During summer 1998, a wealth of

While Cowell pays for EMS sup-

The Bannan Institute for Jesuit Education and Christian Values would like to keep track of

Santa Clara University, SOD El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA 95053-0452,

For more information about this summer's

of our guests, however, must be involved

serves as advisor for the program.

insurance companies don't cover.

institutes such as the Markkula Center
for Applied Ethics would then be able to host

versity-sponsored events, as well as

for students - especially ambulance

"Our primary customers," says
McMahon, "are youth groups because they

Choreographer shares
genius with students

students, in addition to presenting
public dialogues and lectures.
Head of the New York-based
Bill T.] ones I Arnie Zane Dance

Called "the most versatile and inven-

Company, he has assembled a body

tive of America's black dancers-chore-

of work and a troupe of artists that

ographers" by Time magazine, Bill T.

are internationally recognized by the

] ones, son of migrant workers, visited

dance community. Among his

the Santa Clara campus to offer a

many honors is recognition by the

series of workshops and discussions .

John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur

FromApril28 through May 2, as

Foundation, which in 1994 pre-

part of an artist-in-residence pro-

sented him with a $265,000 no-

gram,] ones worked with a group of

strings-attached "genius" grant.
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SCU's commitment to diversity reaffirmed

I

planning, we seek to realize our

"As part of our tradition of Jesuit

n a Feb . ,20 open letter to the
University community,

education, we value cultural plural-

commitment to a 'diverse community

President Paul L. Locatelli, S.J.,

ism at Santa Clara. I want to reaffirm

and the roots that must sustain it.'

articulated Santa Clara's continued

our commitment to diversity both

dedication to diversity . Prepared in

because of its importance in learning

consultation with faculty, staff, and

and because of the current political

students during fall and early winter

environment. Our commitment is

" Our commitment springs from
three interrelated principles:
• diversity of thought and communitya constitutive dimension of educational quality;

quarters, the president's letter
is consistent with a joint statement
published in The Chronicle of Higher

Education ("On the Importance of
Diversity in Higher Education," Feb.
13, rgg8) by 49 education organizations, among them the American

Among the major challenges
facing universities today is
educating students to work
effectively in a pluralistic, global,
and multicultural society.

•pursuit of the common good in
contemporary society -realizing
that responsible citizenship means
living and working effectively with
persons of diverse backgrounds
and perspectives; and

"Santa Clara thus expects each of
its degree programs to offer students a learning environment that

identifying faculty development

integrates rigorous inquiry and

needs and enhancing resources, as

scholarship, creative imagination,

well as implementing programs to

reflective engagement with society,

strengthen teaching in the business

and a commitment to fashioning a

school. In addition, he will coordi-

more just and humane world.

faculty. He also will focus on enhanc-

a diverse community with an empha-

ing the capabilities of the school's

sis on ethnic diversity to further our

distinctive institutes and centers.

educational priorities , to recognize

Achabal, who received his doc-

diversity as an important learning

torate in marketing and regional

resource, and to embrace a multidi-

economics from the University

mensional understanding of the

of Texas at Austin, joined the busi-

world and its underlying unity . "

ness school faculty in rg8o as an
assistant professor of marketing. He

fragile members of society- a

Colleges and Universities, the Asso-

Purpose: we are dedicated to 'a com-

characteristic of Jesuit education.

ciation of Catholic Colleges and

munity enriched by women and

Universities, and the Association of

men of diverse backgrounds, respect-

ences are central to academic quality

Jesuit Colleges and Universities.

ful of differ ence and enlivened by

because they expand creative

open dialogue , caring and just

thought and analysis, test unexamined

Come this fall, the agribusiness

letter (all citations are from the

toward others, and committed to

assumptions, challenge accepted

MBA program at Santa Clara Univer-

Strategic Plan of the University).

broad participation in achieving the

truths, and broaden understanding

sity- the largest such program in

common good. ' In our strategic

of ourselves and our world .

the nation -will train new and

"Diverse perspectives and experi-

Peace Corps, agribusiness
program join forces

As the result of a recently
signed agreement with the Peace
Corps, SCU will:
• provide new Peace Corps volunteers Commerce in Rouen , France.
A member of the SCU faculty

University, a master of arts in

through the Master's International

teach ing from Harvard, a master

Program (MIP)- with the agribusiness management skills they need

1998 Fulbright grant to lecture

since 1980, Fox teaches market-

of management degree from

on services marketing in St.

ing management, services

Northwestern's Kellogg Graduate

to effectively fulfill their overseas
assignments; and

Petersburg, Russia . The grant,

marketing, and marketing for

School of Management, and

which began in March, has

nonprofit organizations. She is the

a doctorate in curriculum and

Fox teaching until August in the

author of Strategic Marketing for

evaluation from Stanford.

School of Management at St.

Educational Institutions [with

Petersburg State University, a

Philip Kotler) and has worked

• assist returning Peace Corps volunteers - through the Fellows Program

D

ale D. Achabal, professor
of marketing at the

and Administration, has been
named associate dean of research
and faculty development by the

school's dean , Barry Z. Posner.

"As the premier business program for Silicon Valley, we will
continue to invest in the educational version of R&D with the
creation of this new position," says
Posner. "Dale brings leadership
and experience in fostering collaborative scholarship across disciplines,
which address real-time problems
of organizations."

ness school and directs the Retail
Workbench Research & Education
Center, a research consortium
sponsored by leading global retailers .
"This assignment will provide
me an opportunity to work with an
excellent faculty in enhancing
their research and teaching efforts,"
says Achabal. " Barry is developing
new programs and building on
our existing centers of excellence,
which will contribute to the
continued growth of the business
school over the next several years .
It's great to be part of the dean's

awarded grants for 1997-98

to make their transition back to the

new business school in Russia

abroad on social marketing pro-

under the Fu lbri ght program,

created in collaboration with the

jects related to family planning,

which was established by

ful as possible.

Haas School of Business at

child health, universal health

former Senator J. William Fulbright

U.C.-8erkeley. This js Fox's second

coverage, and agriculture.

"to increase mutual understanding between people of the

1991, to teach services market-

Iowa, received a bachelor's

United States and the people of

ing at the Ecole Superieure de

degree in history from Stanford

other countries."

C LA RA

He is also the director of the Retail '

leadership team ."

United States as smooth and success-

SANTA

teaches undergraduate, graduate,

Management Institute at the busi-

Leavey School of Business

S. Andrew Starbird , director of

other professors at SCU are
integrating technology into their
curricula, see page48.]

SCU's Institute of Agribusiness,

Fellows Program will assist returning

"The MIP program, " he notes,
"reaffirms our commitment to this

M AGAZ I NE/SPR I NG
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Peace Corps volunteers by utilizing

calls the new partnership "an excit-

mission by preparing students who can

their special skills acquired abroad to

ing prospect for our program."

understand and address the inequities

help local food assistance agencies

associated with inefficient food pro-

and improve the efficiency and equity

duction and distribution systems ."

of the U.S. food production and

Starbird also points out that the
8

Professorship at SCU, where he

- with acquiring skills necessary

She is one of 1,600 scholars

Fox, who grew up in Ames,

Associate dean named
for SCU business school

holds the L.J. Skaggs Distinguished

and executive education courses .

returning Peace Corps volunteers .

Fulbright grant; her first was in

activities by the Leavey School

Santa Clara will continue to develop

articulated in our Statement of

sor of marketing, has received a

nate new and ongoing scholarship

"Impelled by these convictions ,

Association of Independent

Karen F.A. Fox, associate profes-

Achabal will be responsible for

• concern for the poor and most

Council on Education, the National

Here is a portion of Locatelli's

Matters I
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SCU, other Jesuit schools to offer
MBA in Beijing

University MBA
program ranks
nationally- again
---

S

CU' s Leavey School of Business

program. While the MBA program is

China, a country which will be a

Working professionals in Silicon

has joined Peking University

designed for Chinese stu dents, abou t

major trading partner and a major

Valley seeking an outstanding

in Beijing, China , and 24

20 percent of the student body is

market in the 21st century."

MBA program need look no far-

Prerequisite courses and courses

ther than Santa Clara Univer-

other U.S. Jesuit schools in creating

expected to be full-time students from

the Beijing International Manage-

other countries who wish to earn an

in intensive b usiness English will

sity, according to U.S. News &

ment Center.

American MBA in China.

begin as early as this summer with

World Report.

The new cooperative educational

In addition, students enrolled in
th e MBA program at SCU and the

MBA in Beijing to be recognized by

other consortium institutions may

the four IO-week modules of upper-

the Chinese State Council, the

spend a semester at the Beijing I nter-

division cou rses, the stu dents will

government's highest administrative

national Management Center if they

take summer classes at SCU or any one

body. The program will be housed

so choose.

of the consortiu m universities , or

on the park- like campus of Peking

"This gives Santa C lara a signifi-

complete an int ernship in the United

University, Ch ina' s oldest and most

cant competitive advantage," said

States or China, or participate in a

prestigious u niversity.

Posner. "Our students can n ow study

U .S. study tour.

The MBA program will bring an

dean of t he business schoo l. "As

Aptitude Test] score for entering

the premier business program for

MBA students is in the 88th

ness programs in the most recent

Silicon Valley, our students, fac-

percentile and is moving up. MBA

annual survey conducted by t he

ulty, and alumni are key players

students come to t he bu si ness

magazine. It is the fourth con-

in one of the most dynamic eco-

school with several years of

secutive year that the Leavey

nomic climates in the world," he

experi ence in a variet y of indus-

School of Business and

observes. "There are good re a-

tries, some with additional

Administration has appeared in

sons why those interested in

graduate degrees.

the national poll;

business education should take

al ongside th e best and brigh test in

American cu rricu lum and American

15t h in the 1997 survey.

Psychology professor
named ACE Fellow

S

onny Ma nu el, S.J . , associate

2 0 colleges and universities attended
The conference keynote address was

been nam ed an ACE Fellow for

Robert Solso , president of the

the 1998 - 99 academ ic year by
The ACE Fellows program is

T

he intellectual property program in the School of Law has been ranked one of the t op 10
such programs in the nation by U.S. News & World Report.

The ranking- based on a survey of legal educators - appeared in the March 2 issue of
the magazine, wh ich carried a cover story on "America 's Best Graduate Schools."
Frankl in Pi erce Law Cente r in New Hampshire capt ured first place in the int ellectual
property category. Ot her Ca lifornia law schools in the t op 10 for intellect ual property programs were U.C. · Berkeley, St anford, and UCLA. Intellect ual property law deals with matters
of copyright, pat ents, or t rademarks.

staff members for responsible positions
in university administration.
Fellows attend th ree week- long
seminars on high er education issues,

Western Psychological Association.

Locatelli named to
national board

cal security and risk management

C L ARA
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appointed to a three-year

Technologies.

term on the board of directors for the

Based in Washington, D.C.,

Zent spent 26 years with the FBI

a bachelor's degree in mathematics

NAICU is a national organization

cation today and in the next century.

representing private colleges and

from SCU in 1968.
Gridley, also of Morgan Hill, pre -

u niversities on public policy issues

viously worked at First Interstate

with th e legislative, execu tive, and

Bank and Bank of California. He holds

regul atory branches of the federa l

a bachelor of science degree from

government.

the University of California, Berkeley.

Locatelli currently is a member

Before joining Lucent in Fremont,

of several boards , including National

Padwal, who lives in Santa Clara ,

Conference of Christians and

worke d as a law clerk with the City of

Jews, Association ofJesuit Colleges

Sunnyvale . He received his law degree

his past April, SCU' s psychol-

and Universities (chair), Jesuit

ogy department hosted - for

School of Theology at Berkeley, and

from SCU in 1994·
Kenna Club is a public affairs ·

the 27th consecutive year-

Institute of International Education

forum presenting noteworthy local,

of Students .

national, and international speakers .

the annual Western Psychology

SAN T A

of global public affairs with Lucent

opportunities confronting higher edu-

T

time program and half in a full-time

U

California; and Ashit Padwal, manager

L ocatelli, S.J. , has been

A resident of Morgan Hill, he received

Chinese industry to better compete
The program will accept an initial

manage r with Comerica Bank of
niversity President Paul

Colleges and Universities (NAICU).

SCU hosts 20-school
psychology conference

class of 8o students , half in a part-

manager at NETCOM; Ron Gridley,
a senior vice president and group

engage in activities to enhance their

university setting.

globally.

They are John W. Zent, Jr. , a physi-

before joining NETCOM in 1997.

multiculturalism and diversity in the

state-run companies and enable

executive have joined the board

Nation al Association of Independent

Manuel will focus on the issues of

MBA holders in order to help privatize

A

former FBI agent, a veteran
banker, and a high-tech

read extensively in th e field, and
knowledge about the challenges and

that its economy needs 300,000

Kenna Club welcomes
new board members

of directors of SCU' s Kenna Club.

by identifYing and preparing faculty and

The Chinese government estimates

101

Conferen ce for Undergraduate
Research. More than 50 students from

presented by well-known psychologist

leadership in U .S. higher education

The new cooperative educational
venture will offer the first
foreign MBA in Beijing to be
recognized by the Chinese
State Council, the government's
highest administrative body.

Internet at <www.usnews.com >.

GMAT (Graduate Management

professor of psychology, has

tion, according to Barry Posner, dean

University and th e U .S . consortium .

survey can be found on the

and presented their research findings.

designed to strengthen institutions and

professors provided equally by Peking

Posner notes that the average

doesn't surprise Barry Posner,

text, combin ing the best of each tradi-

will be taugh t entirely in English with

The U.S. News & World Report

note of Santa Cla ra Un ivers ity."

The climb in the rankings

the American Council on Education.

business courses into a Chinese con-

of the Leavey School. The program

it placed

the first of t he MBA courses
starting in May 1999 · I n addition to

venture will offer the first foreign

The program t ied for 11th in
the nation among part-time busi-
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n most morn1ngs,
as dawn's early
light begins to
reach skyward, the boats glide
from the dock into the mis
rising from Lexington Reservoir.
The rowers, a few of them sti
sleepy despite the cold air, ar
beginnin& their warmups. It's
morning ntual Sa ta Clara ere
members have been practici
for 33 years.
1
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Across the lake, Jarrod Gerhardt '96 is coaching his own rowers. He is not bothered by the
spit and blow of El Nino, a meteorological phenomenon that has made for a season of gray clouds
and choppy water.

'T m an addict," he explains. Gerhardt is in his
third year of coaching the men's novice team (for
first-year rowers), a stint that followed his four years
as a rower at Santa Clara. He andJames Kojo '97
run practice six days a week, sometimes twice a day,
receiving no pay for the time they fit in around their
regular jobs. "There's nothing noble about it,"
Gerhardt insists. "I just have to come here ."
For Jay Farwell, rowing and coaching are legacies
from his late father, Jim '66. The experience is
giving him not only a chance to pursue a passion,
but also a better understanding of his father .
Coach Jim Farwell was a founding member of
the first Santa Clara crew and the captain of that
undefeated team. Jay grew up hearing stories of the
birth of the Bronco rowing program and its first
two undefeated years.
Like all legends, the story has been stretched and

As they draw their oars through the brisk glassy
water, the rowers ease into the symphony of motion

It's the coach's job to push to capacity these
early-morning athletes who begin their day at dawn

that gives the sport its sleek beauty. They train and

and still make it to class by 9 a .m. Santa Clara

into their pain, past the pleas from their lungs to

condition hard, but unless their power is shaped by

Men's Crew Team CoachJames 'Jay" Farwell '94,

stop, past the point where winning no longer

grace it means little. The whole boat must move

wearing full rain gear, is out on the water every day

means more than getting a clean breath, because

together, starboard rower following starboard rower,

with his rowers, observing and critiquing them from

they know they depend on each other. And in so

portside rower following portside rower. All oars

his motorboat. In the wind, the sleek shells are

doing, they learn how far they can push themselves

entering and leaving the water as one.

becoming hard to keep stable, and every imperfec-

in the boat and in life.

When it's done right, the boat picks up and

tion in the rowers' movements makes it worse.

seems almost to fly, the water swooshing beneath the

"Most of my rowers have never had a serious
sport before . Here they're learning about their

reed-thin hull as the athletes slowly roll into crouch-

bserving the rowers' work, Farwell

own toughness," says Kristen Aldrich, coach of the

es and then explode, their backs flying open in

yells, "Look at the back in front

SCU women' s crew team. "I think they're becom-

unison as they rip their oars through the water . If it's

of you. If you look at the oar, the

ing better, more fun, more confident people."

done wrong, the rowers can push with all their

boat's not going to set. Look straight
ahead of you." His voice is drowned

strength yet move the boat nowhere.

by the wind and the din of his engine.

The long, narrow racing shells are made for
one purpose, speed. Like Formula I race cars, they
don't adapt well to beginners. One rower with hands
held too low can tip the boat to one side. The balance between having to pull your own weight and

Finally, he accelerates within feet of
the troubled craft and gets his message across . The
boat starts to balance better.
"You have teammates in other sports like base-

depending on others lies at the heart of many row-

ball and basketball," says Farwell, "but with crew

ers' love for the sport.

when you're all in the same boat; you have to depend

For others, the joy is in the competition- the

14

and the coxswain is screaming for IO power strokes
to catch the next boat, the crew pushes farther

on everyone else to give IOO percent. You have this

pursuit of "cotton." The winning crew gets the other

connection with other guys that I've never had in any

team's jerseys; the crew that loses gives theirs up.

other sport." This camaraderie , racers agree, pushes

It's pure competition, and it's why your stomach grips
into a little ball as you wait at the starting line while

them past their normal thresholds.
When the other shells are blurs on the

the boats line up.

periphery, and nausea is rising from the stomach,
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"The.sun starts coming up over
the mountains, an ttie steam
is risins of the lake.
dI
say, 'Th1s is why I'm oing it.'"

boathouse unaware that they needed a building permit (the county was forgiving). The stars were
aligned for the team on the water as well, and SCU
found itself defeating schools with prestigious crew
programs, such as Stanford and Orange Coast. Part
of the Broncos' strength lay in the adversity they
faced as an underfunded team.
nee the team traded in the heavy
practice boats, lent to them by
Stanford, for sleeker , lighter models
leased just for the races, they consistently cruised to victory - and won
the final regatta at the end of their
undefeated first year.

bent over time. It begins in the fall of1964, when

coaches to be on the water, moving along with the

graduate student Mark Paizano MBA '66, who had

rowers . Instead, according to Paizano, they would

to serve in Vietnam, where he was awarded a Purple

rowed at Georgetown and been in the Olympic

coach from the banks, running up and down next to

Heart, two Silver Stars, and two Bronze Stars. He

trials, posted fliers soliciting interest in a Santa Clara

the salt pond, yelling out instructions .
Help came from Jim Farwell, who Caputo

crew. More than 50 students attended the first
meeting; Paizano's strict training regimen "pro-

believes was quietly subsidizing the team's raffles and

Jim Farwell rowed for three years. He left SCU

then returned to coach at SCU and Stanford.
During the last coaching season of his 30-year
career he saw his heavyweight team become third in
the nation.
Though Farwell died of cancer in 1992 at age
48, his memory lives on , following the team from
practice to competition, from glory to upset. A
boat named for him carried the crew through
the 1992-93 and 1993-94 seasons, before it and
one named for Bronco football coach Pat Malley
'53 were lost in a mysterious early morning fire
in 1994 that also destroyed the Lexington Reservoir
boathouse. (Happily, all the crew equipment
and the boathouse were replaced thanks to t eam
fund-raising efforts, insurance, University help,
and an anonymous gift of$roo,ooo.)
Jay Farwell's own coaching experience is helping put his father's passion for the sport in a different light. "I kind of resented the fact that he
spent all his time with those other kids," Farwell
says of the college students who would take over his
house to watch rowing videos. "I think now that I
have rowed and coached I'm coming to understand
why he gave so much of his time to it."
"The stars are out , " says Nanette Schoenfeld

r6

hibiting alcohol, soda , and desserts" quickly thinned

other fund-raising efforts. Farwell, the captain, con-

'99, coxswain of the men's team, describing the

the numbe r s to 22. Those who stayed with it,

tr ibuted not only time and money to the team but

visceral allure of the sport that draws her out of bed

including Jim Farwell, were a hearty and dedicated

also an unparalleled level of enthusiasm. "Farwell was

bunch willing to make do with two old double-

our leader," recalls Tom McGurk '65, one of the

at 5 a.m.
"The sun starts coming up over the moun-

hulled vessels borrowed from Stanford. The team

original team members. "He was so enthusiastic that

tains, and the steam is rising off the lake. And I say,

practiced in salt evaporation ponds behind Moffett

people wanted to be ar ound him. He was always

'This is why I'm doing it."'

Field in Mountain View and stored the boats in
a makeshift shack that rower Danny Caputo '67 had

psyching people up."
Farwell and Caputo, 19-year-old students,

fashioned from corrugated tin and two-by-fours.

negotiated with Santa Clara County to lease a parcel

The Bronco crew still lacked a boat to enable their

of land on Lexington Reservoir . They built a

1
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Sam Scott '96 is assistant editor at Getxtreme. com. This article is
based on his concept and research and edited lry San Francisco
writer and publisher Susan Vogel.

Santa Clara University's
Fami!J Business
Forum shows Silicon Valley's
fami!J businesses that
they are not alone . •

-~~

•
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US IN E S S AS USUAL "

M.

Mc LA NE

can be anything but usual if the business is all in the

family. What are the rules when Dad is the chairman of the board and your sister
signs your paycheck? Does it follow that management and morale will fall victim to
sibling rivalry? And if the sales director is your husband , will a disappointing
bottom line mean your marriage- and your inheritance - are headed for the rocks?

Q These are questions frequently faced by even the happiest and most successful
family enterprises . Keeping a company profitable and within the family while keeping
personal problems out of the boardroom takes work- and it requires knowledge
and techniques that go beyond standard operating procedures.
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.1""\..LOT OF PEOPLE in family businesses feel

"Spouses are still key players," Robertson says. "Imagine a

draws participants from as far away as Incline Village, Nev.

unique, and there's no one they can talk to about it," says

and has spent the last seven years designing and implement-

Nader Issa '7 4, a chartered financial consultant and life

ing management development programs. Other faculty advi-

v

MATTER

control, I'm learning to ask ifl have a justifiable reason for

spouse saying, 'You're a lot sharper than your brother. I

Robertson teaches family business management at SCU

as if no one understands. They think their situation is

FAMILY

feeling that way.''

don't understand why you aren't vice president.' That's going

"Parents spend a lifetime trying to treat children equal-

to affect the family.''

ly in terms of material distribution," says Robertson. "For

"Personality issues are always an issue in family business-

example, 'Your sister got a red bike when she was IO, you

underwriter for Massachusetts Mutual Financial Services

sors are James Hall, chair of the Organizational Analysis and

Company in SanJose.

Management Department; Albert Bruno, professor of mar-

es," agrees Ray Montalvo '91, director of marketing for the

get a red bike when you are IO.' Often the business is a sig-

keting; and Jerrold Shapiro, professor of counseling psy-

Sunnyvale-based Le Boulanger bakery/cafe chain founded in

nificant portion of a family's wealth, and parents want to

That's one reason Issa refers clients such as Ernie Speno '66,

chology, who specializes in families.

president ofSanJose-based Mission Valley Ford commer-

"Family businesses," Issa points out, "have cer-

cial truck sales, to the Family Business Forum at SCU' s

tain types of problems other businesses don't,

Leavey School of Business and Administration's

1981 by his father-in-law, Roger Brunella '63.

ones that are more than just financial. They can
meet and ask questions of people who charge a

the business. In another company, you would-

association of 34 family-owned businesses,

couple hundred bucks an hour, without having

n't have to see that person on the weekend at a

large and small, from various industries. It

to commit to those fees and without being on a

wedding," says Montalvo. His wife, Kathryn,

clock." Membership also allows participants to

does not work in the business, but her brother,

The Family Business Forum is a membership

includes representatives of real estate, retail,

call the forum with questions and concerns.

restaurants, agricultural concerns, a landscape

"It's helpful for us to hear what technical

business, even a mortuary. Most members currently
t

experts, like attorneys and accountants, show in a case

have multiple generations working in the business, and
many are preparing to transfer lead-

.

ership duties to the next generation.
The Forum's $775 membership
fee entitles a business to send representatives to three annual seminars
and to a symposium and a Family
Business of the Year banquet. Forum
members hear presentations by
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you realize you''r/~ok'alo~-~-

lawyers, tax advisors, and other pro-

in a boat out there."

fessionals and participate in discus-

symposium, up to three presenters speak on a single

Fashions, their $3-million garment manufacturing company.

Scott Brunello '~6, uncle Dan, and one of her

Lindsey, who also is treasurer, and her broth-

father's cousins, Larry Ceccato, do work in the com-

er, Chuck Farr, who oversees production at the

pany. Family members have participated in the forum

Watsonville, Calif., company, are the only two of the
five Farr children working in the

getting them talking about tough

business.

raises cattle and sheep and grows

issues, such as succession.

" [Our parents] have given each of

alfalfa, cotton, and wine grapes in

Alumnus Ernie Speno attends

Madera, Calif. "We can use an acad-

forum seminars with son Jeff,

"Maybe that wasn't such a great idea.

emic study to get our hands around

daughter Michele, and Michele's

Maybe we should have had classes of

a problem and available resources .

husband, Dave. Speno is trying to

stock, voting and nonvoting," now

Then we have to take that informa-

prepare his family and himself for

that the family has learned more

tion and decide what to do with it."
Lasgoity's father, John '52, and

Michele's brother John is also involved; two other sib_,.p>" '

us equal shares," explains Roscoe.

the day a successor will take over his

about the successes and pitfalls oth-

$48-million, go-employee truck

ers experience in passing ownership

dealership.

to the next generation.

Speno has designated Jeff, who

Roscoe credits the forum as being

has held half a dozen different titles at Mission Valley

helpful in organizing thoughts and processes. She now

vf.,..;.-..(v'

Ford since he started working there in college, as

keeps a wish list of changes she hopes to implement,

the next president. As a father, Speno has heard~~'"
,. -· ,,..

/

4

er last year. "It helps communication within our

such sentiments as "He has all the opportuni-

family when you realize you're not alone in a

ties" or "She gets all the breaks." But since

for creation of the Family Business Forum -

• boat out there," Michele has found. "There are

meeting other families in business, hearing

business service providers and members of

"

a lot of families in the forum in a similar age

speakers on the subject, and doing role-play-

group. The next generation is in their 30s and

ing exercises, Speno says his children have "a

T \ .,

better understanding that their situation isn't

/ {

"Two groups," explains Director Larry
Robertson '74 MBA '80, "planted the seed

·

/

~.--: "" ' ~-~...

~·I

40s and gaining responsibility. The ownership

Development Center set up a number of ad hoc

generation is recognizing that."

sessions. "Encouraged by the interest we per-

Robertson believes that families who send multiple

ceived," continues Robertson, "and understanding

such as adding outsiders to the Board of Directors

(j

and carving out time to write not one but two

'

five-year company plans - one describing its
growth if she and her brother were actively

:,

'

family businesses." In response, the Executive

can retire" after 30 years from Farr-West

Lasgoity '8o MBA '83, whose family

topic, drawing from case studies, personal experiences, and academic research.

away stock and trying to get us prepared so they
·~:

since its inception and credit it with

their agribusiness 40 years ago.

to family businesses. In a typical

Lingerie designer Lindsey Roscoe's parents,
Zack and Iris Farr, are "actively starting to give

study," says forum member Michele

her mother, Rosemary, founded

sions on subjects of special interest

solution."

family business, but it's different here because we
are family, so we have to see each other outside

Executive Development Center.

leave the business equally, but that may not be the best

"I've experienced [personality issues] outside this

unique. Fortunately, ours is a big enough busi-

involved and a second outlining what would be

\.

best for the business "if we weren't there."
~

'-.)~

1

ness, [that each] family member can still find a

If this sounds as if the Family Business Forum
only adds more items to Roscoe's full "to-do" list,
she is quick to note that it also takes away one large bur-

that this was a unique sector of business, we initiated a for-

members, like the Lasgoitys, are using the forum "as a cata-

niche." Michele works in accounting and is training to be

mal program in 1994."

lyst" -the way it was designed. "When you have multiple ears

controller. Dave, who had been parts manager, is training

notes. "The best part of the forum is realizing you're not

hearing the message, you can use it to fuel further discussions

to run the leasing department.

alone. [Some] speakers have billion-dollar businesses, and

Today,

with

support

from

companies

including

Massachusetts Mutual, Arthur Andersen LLP, and Union

within your own family. The forum is a management tool."

And Ernie? He says he's learning to let go. "It's com-

den. "After we go to meetings, I'm always uplifted," she

they have exactly the same problems as we do."

mon for family businesses to have patriarchs who can't let

Bank of California, the forum attracts companies from with-

One strategy the forum advocates is scheduling regular

in the University family and from the community at large.

family meetings and family councils involving all relatives with

loose. If I hadn't gone to those classes, I would have said the

Tegan M. McLane is afreelance writer based in San jose.

Patterned after similar forums at universities around the

a stake in the business, including siblings who don't work in the

business could never run without me. Now when I feel, I

For information on the FamiJy Business Forum, call the director, Larry

country, it is the only program of its kind in the Bay Area and

firm and spouses who may not seem to take an active interest.

don't want to say 'indispensable,' but hesitant to turn over

Robertson, at 408-554-4681, or e-mail <lrobeitson@mailer.scu.edu>.
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Candid photograp/:!y: Members of
SCU's International Human
Rights and Migration Project in

~~

Guatemala, 1996 and 1997
Still photograp/:!y: Robb Debenport
Calligrap/:!y: Leigh Ann Gamble
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The people and their stories are more long-lasting
and meaningful than any souvenirs from the mercado.

in a row, a small group of SCU faculty and administra-

country where people have suffered

tors toured a Guatemala few outsiders see. Karen

political repression, violence, poverty,
and inequality.

Or at least that is the hope of the

For many years, the University has

International Human Rights and

sponsored trips to places such as El Salvador,

Migration Project at the Markkula

Haiti, and Mexico's Chiapas region, sending

Center for Applied Ethics. Last
W£ UeT W/771 t4 6RDttP OF {..,q-AfDI£5>

summer, for the second year
PetS/11VTS Wfto H"h/e /I.NOUJA.J tVOTH!Nq BwT

DISCR.IM!!VIt77oAJ ,4/VD 1$XPtorm-'!lt>!l/ t4U-

Tlie"JR- l-It/E.?

f3ur 77'/etR- _OPnMt$;..1 AtVo 13£UO:: /J!I THE:

a delegation of about a half-dozen professors
and administrators from a variety of disciplines. Last year's delegation
included representatives from the
mathematics, economics, philosophy, and psychology departments,
the College of Arts and Sciences,
and the Center for Student

Musalo, director of the Project, who has worked on
Guatemalan human rights issues for the past 13
years, will lead the third annual delegation to

Leadership.
University Provost Stephen J.
Privett, S.J., who nominates trip
participants with Markkula Center

Guatemala, June 27.
In a ten-day trip, each delegation will meet with I5 to

Director Thomas E. Shanks, S.J. ,

r8 different organizations- from campesinos to army

explains the selection process.

officers, from workers and labor leaders to business own-

"Diversity is an important factor in this , as

ers- to hear different versions of the wartime story.

it is in any educational experience. We

'We want to give people a chance to see the reality of
Guatemala and be transformed by it. We hope it causes
them to think of the ways we all, as
American citizens, as global citizens , might make decisions in our lives that

will have a positive impact," Musalo says.
Guatemala may be the focus now, Musalo notes, but
the problems there are similar to those in any developing
SAN TA CLARA
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also like to have it impact people in leadership positions because we'd like to have
them come back and share the experience
with others," he says.
This sharing takes many different
forms . Some participants go on to speak
about the experience in their classrooms. Others have organized photo exhibits.
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delegation collected donations at masses
on campus, raising "a substantial
amount, in Guatemalan terms,"

h~,~-w--e~ ~/J~C~Vt.e-. 'lt/v-~ ~ &~ ~ ~
~~c~~~MuL~ .

according to Musalo. The 1997
delegation carried the money
to the site and presented it to
the people.

One 1997 delegate is approaching Bay Area

"The Guatemalans were very

AIDS organizations to gather badly needed

moved by the prior year's group remem-

Spanish-language education materials for

bering them and wanting to share. It was

nuns working with HN-positive people in

a real showing of solidarity," said

Guatemala.

Musalo. "We are not just tourists passing

"Different people do different things,

in and out of these people's reality."

depending on how they are moved to act, "

?f/2C.t.CO

Musalo says.

mAN

Perhaps the most rewarding action, so far, has

11f£ coUitfTlUISIOE! /S
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Ifyou are interested in supporting the Universi!J 's work this summer in Guatemala,you

m~

send a check made out to the Markkula

Center for Applied Ethics, Santa Clara Universi!J, Santa Clara,

been the personal connection with the campesinos at
Caserio Ramazzini. The 1996
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Gilbert Cosio was racing along HighwC9 4 on
his WC9 to help shore up a Sacramento-San
Joaquin River Delta levee about to break. As he
headed down the exit ramp, his car rolled. But
that didn't stop Cosio. He flagged down a colleague on his WC9 to the same flood emergeng,
hopped in his car, and kept going.
When California winter rains start pouring, "you live on adrenaline," says Cosio BSCE
'80, a partner in Murray, Burns & Kienlen in Sacramento. During last year's torrential
rains, Cosio had only two days off. AT&T almost cut off his cellular phone because he received
175 calls in one day. The phone company thought someone was pirating his line. "That's
how hectic it gets," Cosio says.
Contrary to the generally staid image connoted by engineering, Central Valley civil
engineers often have lives akin to superheroes - dashing off to save their world from
impending disaster. Their engineering in that flood-prone region is definitely hands-on.
When flood waters rise and babbling brooks become raging rivers, who are you going to
call? In the Central Valley, people call their
local civil engineer. And odds are good
that person will be a Santa Clara alum.
Besides Cosio, Ricardo Pineda BSCE '80,
Dante Nomellini BSCE '64, Chris
Neudeck BSCE '81, John Copriviza BSME
'80, David Samson BSCE '80, and Jim

Monroe BSCE '80 work with water in the
Central Valley.
Pineda, chief engineer for the
California Reclamation Board, talks about
managing "flood fights." Like the tornado
chasers in the movie Twister, he heads into an
area where a flood disaster is waiting to
unfold, often passing a stream of cars and trucks evacuating the area. ''I'm the only vehicle

Central Vallry civil

going in," he says. "I have no traffic problems." Pineda remembers he once just made it across

engineers like

a bridge to safety before the levee broke south of Marysville. "When a levee breaks, you can

Gilbert Cosio

have 100,000 cubic feet or more of river flowing per second," he says. "That's a lot of water."
Like Pineda, N eudeck, a partner in Kjeldsen, Sinnock & N eudeck Inc. in Stockton,
has faced his share of flood fights. And like Cosio, he represents Delta reclamation districts.

BSCE 'So, left,
often lead lives akin
to superheroes.

"I was baptized into the firm with a levee break on McDonald Island," he says.
InJanuary 1997, Neudeck spent three nights with the famous cow that was marooned atop a
flooded house on a levee. While he was trying to save the levee, others were focusing on the cow.
"CNN had their cameras on that cow for three days," he says. "Houses were washing
downstream, but CNN focused on that cow. Animal control experts, police, and fire all were
trying to figure out how to rescue her. Finally, the farmer who owned her came along and
said they should just fire a gun and scare her into the water. They did, and the cow swam safely
to shore. She's fine. She gave birth to a calf this spring."
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required assistance. "Everybody from the
tugboat was fine," Nomellini recalls, "but
they were white as a sheet."
Unlike fictional superheroes; Santa Clara
alums don't fight floods alone. The civil
engineers' primary job is to organize others.
Pineda mobilizes flood-fighting specialists - California Conservation Corps
members and California Department
of Forestry prison work crews. Each crew
of about 20 people is headed by a Department ofWater Resources strike-team
The small towns

leader. The teams shore up levees and help

andag>·icultural

evacuate people. "It's like a military operation ," he says, including air reconnaissance. But

land ofthe

the enemy is nature (though Pineda is the first to admit nature is in control). Pineda has

'84 (/eft) and

Sacramento-San

to make snap decisions, such as ordering the bulldozing of an elevated county road to shore

Gilbert Cosio,

Joaquin Delta

up and save a failing levee.

region ofNorthern

and jim Monroe, all

California are kept

small matter to the rest of the state. According to Pineda , that area holds two-thirds of the

BSCE 'Bo, work in

state's developed water supply.

flood control in

constructed at the

The Sacramento-San] oaquin Delta region of Northern California is particularly vulnerable to flooding because its small towns and agricultural land are located on I , 500-26,000-

California 's Central
Vallry, which holds

acre islands that are 15 to 20 feet below sea

two - thirds of

Barges, above and

level. They are kept dry by a levee system

the state's developed

breaking high tide and 40-mph winds. He was on a levee in his car with a construction

lower right, haul

first constructed at the turn of the century.

wata supp]y.

manager for a Delta island . The waves, breaking over the car, were carrying debris . A

rocks used to shore

Built out of whatever was available -peat,

4-foot diameter, 40-foot-long tree blew past them. "The manager looked at me and- I

up eroding levees.

One of Neudeck's closest calls was on Feb.

7 when El Nino was

causing a record-

can't repeat what he said. But basically it was, 'Let's get the heck out of here.' I told
him, 'No, we're going to fight this out."'

dredged material, and sand- the levees are
susceptible to erosion, especially when 40mph winds slam floodwaters into them.

Neudeck called another Santa Clara alum- Copriviza, a chief engineer with Warren

Major floods in the I8oos caused the "levee

Gomes Excavating in Rio Vista -who sent him four pieces of heavy equipment in less than

wars" in the Sacramento Valley, Pineda says.

an hour . With the equipment, Neudeck pulled up rocks that had tumbled underwater and

In 19II, the Reclamation Board was created

shored up the levee. The levee and millions of dollars in property were saved.
N eudeck admits he did have some concerns . "I was thinking, 'If this thing does break, I

"It tl/is f!~vee; does b~eak,"
1thauuht. I have alife Jacket in
. .the.back seat of mv car. But its
JJke 'a'Uhtmn. qforest tire. Youuve it
an th.en 11 sover:it gives vou '
adifferent feel tor enoineerinu.,
1

Ricardo Pineda,

Even though the Santa Clara alums' jobs are in the Central Valley, their work is of no

dry lry a levee 9stem

turn of the century.

30

DavidSandino]D
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to control the levee- building process. The
first half of this century brought drier

have a life jacket in the back seat of my car,"'

weather; but from 1955 on, flooding has

he says. "But it's like fighting a forest fire. You

been a part oflife in the Delta and Central

live it, and then it's over. It gives you a differ-

Valley. In fact , the flooding by silt-laden

ent feel for engineering."

rivers is responsible for the rich agricultural

Even N omellini - a civil engineer

land and prime wildlife habitat. The area

turned attorney who says he tries "to not be in

also attracts people looking for peace and

the field" -has his war stories. There was the

quiet and an escape from city life. And they

time he was in a helicopter safely hovering

take their privacy seriously.

above a disaster, surveying and photographing

Cosio's most harrowing experience as an

levees breaking, when the copter's radio

engineer did not occur during a flood dis-

blared out a call for help. A tugboat had gotten

aster. In 1984, he and his team were survey-

sucked through a break in the levee and

ing a levee in an out-of-the-way place.
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Suddenly a puppy appeared, and Cosio

When rivers

began to p et it. H e looked up from petting

threaten cities and

the pup and into the barrel of a r ifle. H e

farms, civil engi-

"We 're into kayaking and rive r r afting," he

calmly explained to the man pointing the

neers need to

says. 'W e like to get into the water and know

mobilize hea~

how the river works.

• rifle that the team was do in g a survey. Then
Cosio quickly offered , "If you want us to

equipment at a

leave , we 'll leave." The man did , and they

moment's notice.

Pineda and his fellow civil engineers see
the water as a friend as well as an adversary.

''I'm p retty m otivated," he adds . "On
weeke n d s, I often go l o ok at d ams and
wildlife refuges ."

left. "For a while there, my life flashed
before m y eyes ," Cosio says.

Susan Frry is the edito r oJEt al. , SC U's law alumni

But, he adds, he enjoys his work becau se
Gilbert Cosio, left,

he has a chance t o explore civil engineer ing's

is an engineer who

people side, as well as its technical aspects.

is as fam iliar with

He spends a lot of time acting as a liaison b e tween landowners and government officials.

magazine, and Ba ndwidth , the Universi!J's engi neering alumni publication.
John Coprivi;:a

barges as desks and

Pineda is also happy h e ended up in deep water. "I work extremely long hours to make

computers. His col-

su re the job is done right," he says. "My motivation is public safety- to m ake the system a safer

and Chris Ne udeck

league is carrying an

place for p eople and to do that in an environmentally sound fashion." Besides fighting floods,

BSCE '81 often

instrument used to

Pineda also oversees planting trees and restoring wetlands. More r ecent u ses of computer

are first- line

Some of Santa Clara's civil engineering alumni in the Central

billion-dollar alternatives for meeting the program objectives.
These alternative proposals must balance the needs of
urban, industrial, agricultural, and environmental interests.

BSME 'B o, left,

Behind-the-scenes flood fighters

measure the depth

modeling in flood prediction have helped him better fulfill his duty to protect the public, he

defense against

Valley have lives that are calmer but no less involved in state

of the water.

says. "People made fun of the El Niiio predictions, but we were b etter prepar ed."

rampaging rivers.

water issues. Their flood fighting is handled on paper.
Jim Monroe BSCE '80, chief of the U.S. Army Corps of

If the program is successful, Samson says, "it will repre-

Engineers Delta Office, administers the permit process that

sent an unparalleled accomplishment by such a diverse

allows engineers to work on the levees.

group of interests in reaching consensus on one of the most

Monroe says he spends most of his time in the office

challenging programs in the history of water resources

reviewing permits rather than out in the field . It's up to him to

management."

make sure changes to the Delta water system do not harm

Richard Shanahan '80 and David Sandino JD '84 are not civil

the environment, particularly various endangered species

engineers, but as attorneys they also spend their lives dealing

that exist there.

with complex water issues in a drought- and flood-prone state.

Monroe went into water regulation after a stint in the Army

Sandi no is a staff counsel for the Department of Water

and earning a law degree. "I got my macho engineering out

Resources. "Most of our legal work occurs when it's not rain-

of the way when I was regular Army blowing stuff up," he quips.

ing," Sandi no says. His department handles litigation that

David Samson BSCE '80 also admits having "no personal war

arises from floods and environmental issues involved in

stories" to pass on. But what he's working on may reduce his

levee maintenance. He also is an adjunct professor at SCU's

colleague's adrenaline-driven adventures. Samson, a supervis-

School of Law.

ing engineer with the Department of Water Resources, is on

During the recent floods, Sandi no and his colleagues gave

indefinite loan to the CALFED Bay-Delta Program. Several

advice on right-of-way issues and whether environmental

diverse state and federal resource agencies, water agencies,

restrictions apply during a flood emergency.
An attorney with Bartkiewicz, Kronick 8c Shanahan in

and environmental organizations that comprise CALFED are
charged with developing a long-term, comprehensive solution

Sacramento, Shanahan and his partners represent groups

that will restore ecological health and improve water manage-

such as the Yuba County Water Agency, which transfers

ment for the beneficial uses of the San Francisco Bay-Delta

water to other agencies, many in drought-prone areas. As
attorney for Williams, Calif., Shanahan handles flood-re lated

Estuary and its watershed.

issues for that Central Valley city .

On March 16, CALFED made front-page headlines when
officials released the draft environmental impact report/

"They don't let me work in the field," he jokes. "They make

environmental impact statement that outlines seve ral multi·
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me stay in the office where I can do less damage."
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Alumni News I

I

Finding the roster has initiated a

From Donohoe Alumni House

selection process to update it to the

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

option for
alumni in Santa
Clara Valley ,
regardless of
experience or
age, is found in
our SAT tutorial programs for high school students
and reading programs for elementary
students. Peter Miron-Conk '71 and
Karen Felice '7g of the Alumni for
Others committee, SanJose Chapter,
invite you to join them as they reach
out to improve the basic skills of
youngsters in downtown San Jose and
aspiring college-bound students in East
SanJose. Call the Alumni Office for
more information.

Chapters group and re-group
Our chapter circuit has nearly completed its cycle for the 1gg7-g8 academic year, with 53 of our groups holding more than 160 programs. New to
our ranks are the recently organized
ROTC alumni members, brought
together through the leadership of Lt.
Col. Robert Reed , chair of SCU's
Military Science Department. Their
educational and career-oriented
events have provided valuable insights
for today' s cadets .
In the East Bay, our long-standing
chapter has split into three more
manageable segments. Dave Tripaldi
'65 is the new president of the "Valley
Corridors" Chapter; Tim Mcinerney

34

1

Rita Beamish is a freelance journalist

75

Robert Dawson is a litigation partner

with Fulbright &Jaworski in Los Angeles ,

Graduate School ofJournalism in New

where he lives 'vith his wife, Johanna , and

Bronco basketball coach during the

York. Rita, her husband , Paul Costello, and

daughters Michelle and Stephanie.

'83 takes the reins of the Oakland-

past 38 years- will meet this summer

their five -year-old daughter , Kelly, recently

Berkeley Chapter; and] eff Fara 'g1 is

at Spring Valley to select all-timers for

present. Dick Garibaldi '55, Carroll
Williams, and Dick Davey- each a

A volunteer

14

I

and a professor at the Columbia University

by SCU Alumni Association Executive Director Jerry Kerr '61

Tutors, step up

Class Notes

By Amy Rai mundo '9 5

37

Sergi us Bry ner, MD, is enjoying

the first president of the Fremont

the past four decades. Your recom-

retirement from his position as cardiologist

Chapter. On the other side of the Bay,

mendations to the committee, c/o SCU

at Stanford Medical School and Palo Alto

Todd Rahimi 'go takes over as San

Athletic Director Carroll Williams, are

Francisco Chapter president. Special

most welcome.

49

thanks to their predecessors, Steve

Trivia Q&A

Besse ' gi in the East Bay and Vince
Quilici 'go in San Francisco .

Ed Regan suffered the loss of his beloved

son, Dennis M . Regan, Dec. 2I , 1997 .

Athletics trivia questions in my last

Final notices needed

Medical Clinic.

column were swiftly solved by many.

55

First to reply was Jim Tanner MS '84.

first (and probably last) marathon race , the

Clark Pigat o recently completed his

A vital component of this magazine is

His correct answers are in italics :

Portland [Ore.] Marathon. He started out

the obituary section in Class Notes.

How many Broncos have been on the

slowly and then eased off, hitting the

When we note the death of one of our

Phoenix Suns roster? Four. Former

"wall" at the three-mile mark and finishing

alumni, we include pertinent informa-

SCU coach now a U .S . national coach?

"a long time" later. Clark and his wife,

tion about the individual's life, which is

Steve Sampson, U.S. soccer team.

Monica, are retired and living in Portland.

usually supplied by family members .

National collegiate player of the year?

Our office and the magazine staff are

Brandi Chastain-Smith '9:2, women's

62

aware that capsulizing an alum's life-

soccer, I989. Former Bronco grid stars

Senior Slow-Pitch Association (USSSA)

time like this cannot adequately reflect
his or her achievements. To provide
meaningful notices to friends and
classmates, we depend upon sufficient

in the NFL this past season? Brent

Jones '85, now retired, and Bryan
Barker '86.
We come back to campus for this

Lynn Angli n is a member of the U.S .

national championship team, playing for the
Redwood City Squires, a team in the
55-to-59 age group. The team also won the
Huntsman World Senior Games Tourna-

and timely information after the death

issue's trivia test: Who built the St.

ment in St. George, Utah, in October 1997.

of one of our members . Please

Joseph Grotto in the Mission Gardens,

Lynn lives in Fremont, Calif., with h is

relay complete obituary details as

and when?

wife, Judy. They have three children and

soon as they're available to Amy

70

dinator in the Alumni Office.
SANTA CLARA U NIVERSITY

Bronco basketball greats

ALuMNI AssoCIATION

While reviewing candidates for this
year's Athletic Hall of Fame Awards, the
selection committee was helped by
the timely reappearance of the roster of
SCU all-time basketball players as
selected by coaches George Barsi 'go,
Ray Pesco ' 33, and Bob Feerick ' 41.
It's quite an array of hoopsters, but
space precludes listing them here.
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tant/vice president with Merrill Lynch in

Mark DiVittorio MS '80 is the research and

Portland, Ore.

development manager at the Vancouver

rg g 8

Maintaining Ties Between Graduates
& the Campus Since 1881
~
Donohoe Alumni House
Santa Clara Universi_!y
Santa Clara, CA95053-9980
Phone 408-554-68oo

Fax 408-554-2155
<jkerr@mailer.scu. edu>

Jim Yinger is president of SCU' s

Edward Vranizan is financial consul-

Printer Division located in Camas, Wash .

77

He lives with his ,vife , Diane (Leone) '73 , in

the Mwangaza Spiritual Centre in Nairobi,

Jack Treacy, S.J., was on the staff of

Vancouver, Wash. Will ia m Everhart is vice

Kenya, from November 1997 through

president for business and finance at Mount

April Igg8.

St. Mary's College in Los Angeles. David
Gar ske and his ·wife, Carla, have purchased

78

the Kings County Title Company in

estate broker for CB Commercial,

Dave Leatherby Jr. is a commercial real

Hanford, Calif. David has headed the title

Sacramento . He and his wife of 22 years ,

company since 1986 . Jim O'Hanlon is working

Jennifer , have four children. J effrey D.

for Touchstone Corporation and also is

Thomp son is senior counsel in the law

owner and vice president of Magna C, Inc.,

department of Tenet Health System in

both in Seattle. Denn is Ruffner is senior

Irvine, Calif. He lives in Dana Point.

vice president/ industry affairs for Insurance

Fred Tuft s MBA '7 0 is the director of chan-

Technology Services of America , Southlake,

nel operations for IBM Corp . in White

Tex. Dennis also serves on the boards of

Plains , N .Y .

Xerox Federal Credit Union and Xerox
Capital Corporation. He and his wife ,

79

Michelle Webb Lee, live in Southlake.

Worldwide in San Leandro , Calif. He lives in

Salvatore Ferrante is with Crown

Danville. Bradley Mazzuca owns New West

fV1ARK YOUR CAll NJl,\R.

three grandchildren.

Raimundo ' g5, communication coor-

SAN T A

returned fromJiangxi Province, China,
where they adopted a baby daughter, Kira .

September 11

Counseling Psychology and Education

Reunions for classes of 1938, 1943, and 1948.

Alumni Board. He is principal at

September 12

Nordstrom School in Morgan Hill, Calif.

Fiftieth reunion for the Class of 1948 and induction into the
Gianera Society.

71

September 13

Pet er I.A. Bosco has become vice presi-

dent, construction lending, with Sierra
West Bank in Truckee, Calif. Previously
Peter was president of BOSCO Real Estate
Development, also in Truckee .

Vintage Santa Clara XIJ.

October 10
Reunions for classes of 1953, 1963, 1973, 1983, and 1993 .

October 11
Fall Reunion Brunch.

All events on campus. Wa tch your mailbox for details.
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A winemaker and his waterfowl
Viansa Winery proves that good ecology is good business.

For years Sam Sebastiani '62 MBA '66 has

Viansa has made a name for itself in the

claimed that he received his bachelor's and mas-

wine business by introducing to American

ter's degrees from SCU and his Ph.D. from his

palates a number of Italian-style varietals,

father. Most would have taken that comment as

such as Prindelo, Nebbiolo, Piccolo, Vittoria,

a reference to inherited winemaking skills: His

and Pinot Grigio. In addition, Sam produces a

father, August, founded Sebastiani Winery. Now,

red and a white wine called Riserva Anatra

however, eight years after the opening of Sam's

(Italian for "duck preserve"); $1 from the sale of

9D-acre Viansa Wetlands adjacent to his own

each bottle goes to Ducks Unlimited.

Viansa Winery in California's Sonoma County, it

Just as thousands of human visitors flock

appears that his doctorate may have been a dual

to his vineyard each year, more than 10,000
birds per day rest and refuel at Viansa

one in ornithology as well as viticulture.
In addition to being a leading Sonoma wine·

Wetlands during peak migratory periods.

maker, August Sebastiani was a renowned

According to the Sonoma Valley Audubon

ornithologist and maintained a huge aviary of

Society, more than 135 species of birds,

rare waterfowl and doves that drew worldwide

including ducks, shorebirds, and golden

interest. It was Sam's less-than-glamorous job

eagles, regularly inhabit the preserve. These

as a child to clean out the concrete-lined duck

fly-in guests frequently dine on a Viansa-

ponds. "I said then," he notes, "that if I ever got

invented product that offers further proof

involved with ducks again, I'd arrange it so I

that waterfowl and wine go together in the

wouldn't have to clean up after them." And so he

ecological cycle: a duck food made from

has - by giving ducks and other birds a "natur-

excess grape seeds crushed in the winemaking process.

al" home.
When purchasing 178 acres for their vineyard in 1988, Sam and his

Vi ansa Winery, a villa modeled after wineries in Sam's grandfa·

wife, Vicki, knew that the lower reaches flooded on a seasonal basis

ther's Tuscany, sits on a small hill overlooking the marsh site. Tables

and would be useless for growing crops. But if grapes weren't welcome

placed under grape arbors provide visitors a bucolic environment in

in that habitat, Sam knew what was. "When I was growing up, this used

which to picnic on Sam's wine and Vicki's "Cal-ltal" food sold at the

to be one of the prime duck-hunting spots in the region," he says. "To

winery, while absorbing breathtaking views of the wetlands below

make it a natural preserve, you just needed to subtract the hunting."

and the Sonoma Valley beyond.

Friends directed him to Ducks Unlimited, the largest conservator of

Applauded by

wetlands in the United States. At a time when wetlands in North

cent mixture of public service and good business," Viansa Winery
and Vi ansa Wetlands serve as proof that ecologically sensitive land·

400,000 acres each year, the conservation group was particularly

scapes can well serve both humans and their fine-feathered friends.

interested in the Viansa project. Sam negotiated a deal in which he

he would be retained as manager of Viansa Wetlands free of charge. In
turn, Ducks Unlimited developed the model preserve largely by letting
the land go back to nature. They did, however, also build levees and
install a water-control system to ensure that the area always has 2 to

directors of the Red Bluff-Tehama County

Jose , where the family resides . Kevin Madigan,

Chamber of Commerce.

MD, married Monika Heinrich in autumn

located in SanJose. David Nemeth is

rgg6. After Kevin finished his residency in

finance manager/field operations for Sun

84 John Boken has been named partner in

pathology at Duke University Medical Center

Microsystems, Inc . , in Palo Alto . Richard

the Los Angeles office of Arthur Andersen.

in I995, the couple moved to Cleveland,

Reisenger has become a founding partner of

He is in the corporate recovery services

Tenn. , where Kevin is a pathologist in private

Sacramento Petroleum Partners in Elk

practice. John and his wife, Susan (Meagher)

practice at Bradley Memorial Hospital.

Grove, Calif. Richard also coaches

'85, reside in Pasadena, Calif., with their

Charlie and Renee (Treske) '84 Phipps

Christian Brothers High School basketball

sons , three-year-old Brendan and one-

welcomed their ftrst child, Claire Gabriella,

in Sacramento.

year- old Connell. Maria "Mia" Louise (Fialho)

on Oct. 3I , I997 , in San Francisco. Mary

Frey has been promoted to floor manager

(Mathews) Stevens is vice president of

8Q Colleen Dieterele is a certified public

of Liberty House in Honolulu . She and her

Cornish & Carey Commercial Real Estate

accountant in Foster City, Calif. , and lives

husband, Greg, live with their two daugh-

in Santa Clara. Mary and her family live

with her family in San Mateo. Jim Donovan

ters, Samantha and Allie, in Honolulu .

in Atherton , Calif. Helen Valine MA '89 is

is vice president and general manager of

David Maas was named deputy director of

assistant director of admissions , School of

Tech-Fast Metal in Tacoma, Wash . He lives

aviation/operations division for SanJose

Extended Education, Saint Mary' s College,

with his wife, Carol (Dempsey) '81 , in

International Airport. Tom McAvoy MS '88

Moraga , Calif.

University Place. Tim McElroy and his wife,

is assembly, integration, and test manager for

Sandy, announce the birth of their second

Lockheed Martin. His work covers geosyn-

85

Annette Achermann is vice president of

son, Kyle Steiger, in September. Pamela Wat

chronous satellites from manufacture to

marketing for goodcompany.com, an online

married Steven Stewart; they live in Santa

launching (satellites that support IS-inch

social network for people interested in

Clara. After I3 years at ALZA Corporation

dishes for direct- broadcast television) . Work

connecting with others who share common

she joined her husband in running Aloha

has taken him to Moscow and Ottawa and

interests. She lives in San Francisco.

Pool Maintenance, Inc.

'vill propel him to Kazakhstan in September

Therese (Hall) Baker and her husband , Gerry ,

to work with Russian engineers on another

welcomed their second child, Adam Edward ,

81

Dennis Cahill and his ,vife , Lori,

launch. He remarks , "The satellite industry

on Oct. 23, I997 . Adam joins his parents

announce the birth of their first child,

is definitely bringing everyone closer

and his sister , Sarah, at home in Ames , Ia .

Keeton Matthew, onJune 25 , I997 , in

together, and I am extremely fortunate to

Katie (Harvey) Clapp and her husband, Jim,

Kirkland , Wash . Dennis teaches business

play a role in it." Meanwhile his wife , Cathy

announce the birth of their ftrst child , ] amie

technology at Juanita High School , where

(Donnelly) McAvoy '84 takes care of their two

Nicole, in October I997· Katie and

he serves as department chair and coaches

daughters and teaches at St. Martin's in San

her family reside in San Diego . Joe Fanelli

football and baseball. Mary Kay (Hilbert)
Holder and her husband, Nicholas, welcomed

Tc J \VA 1<. D C) u R S r s cll J I c'I

their ftrst child, Christopher Shine, on

N I

r N N I.\ 1

July 3I, I997. Mary Kay works for the
Fairmont Copley Plaza Hotel in Boston .

San Francisco Examiner Magazine as a "magnifi·

America are disappearing to development at a rate of 200,000 to

would lease them the land f~r 35 years (renewable for another 35), and

Concepts, which specializes in graphic
design, silkscreen, and embroidery and is

On specified Saturday mornings beginning in late spring, visitors can
participate in a Viansa Wetlands tour that includes a guided walk, an
informal talk on the history of the Cameros region of southern Sonoma
County, and a video presentation on current preservation efforts. Call
Viansa Winery at 101-935-4111 for reservations {$1.50 per person].

24 inches of water (some of it is diverted runoff from area highlands) .

82

Kevin Simonsen married Connie

Zimmerman '90 in the summer of I997. The

1 8 5 1 - 2 0 0 1

couple lives in El Cerrito, Calif. Mary Beth
Eder recently married Thomas Winkle; they

JoAnn Vasquez, vice provost for academic affairs and integrated education, is coordinating

live in Santa Rosa, Calif.

an extended celebration for the University's 150th anniversary ( 1851-2001) that will start
with Founders Day on March 19, 2000, and continue until commencement in June 2001.

83 Fabio Aversa has been with Sterling

University President Paul Locatelli '60, S.J., has appointed Marie Barry '68 and David

Payot Company, a small investment banking

Drummond '85 to serve as alumni representatives on the steering committee. Your thoughts,

ftrm in San Francisco, since rggo. Matt

ideas, and desires for alumni participation in this stellar event are most welcome. Phone or

McGlynn JD '86 practices law in Red Bluff,

fax them to Donohoe Alumni House, attention Marie Barry.

Calif., and is a member of the board of
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opened a new office for Hearthstone
Advisors, a realty advisory firm where he is a
regional director.Joe , wife Mary, and baby
son Matthew live in West Linn, Ore.
Kathleen "Kate" Lepow MBA '96 received the

dean's award for scholarship and service
upon completing her graduate degree at
SCU. She is the U.S. treasury manager for
Apple Computer and serves on the MBA
Alumni Association Board of Directors.
Allison (Deering) McAfee, husband Jonathan ,

and son Kyle Eliot, who was born Oct. 10,
1996, live in Seattle. Chuck Miller JD '88 is
with Financial Title Co . in Walnut Creek,
Calif. Sue Miller MBA '90 is with Chubb and
Son in San Francisco. Nathan Pendleton
joined Counterpoint Systems Foundry , Los
Gatos , Calif., which markets infrared com munications software, as vice president of
sales and marketing. Pearle (Verbica) Salters,
husband John , and their children- Hanna ,
six; Daniel, four ; and Esther Victoria, born
in July 1996, in Muskogee , Okla.- moved to
Nairobi , Kenya , in January to serve as missionaries \vith Mrica Inland Mission (AIM)
International. John is a pilot \vithAIM Air.

86 Lisette (Moore) Allen MBA '96 and her
husband, John , announce the birth of
their first child , Lauren Louise, on Dec. 12,
1997. Anthony Arata MBA '88 is a management analyst in the office of the clerk of the
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors.
Heidi M. Finan and her husband , Chris,

announce the birth of t\vin boys, Nicholas
James and Dylan Andrew, on Nov. 10 , 1997 .
Mike Givvin is a marketing specialist \vith

Market I in Mountain View, Calif. Linda
(Bertolucci) MacLeod and her husband ,

Bruce , announce the birth ofJillian Elizabeth on Nov. 2 , 1997· Linda is an attorney
,.,.;th Morgan, Franich, Fredkin and Marsh
in San Jose. Ann (Hayes) Rigali and her husband , James Rigali JD '87, welcomed their
fourth daughter, Brigid Louise , on May 23,
1997. James Tanner and his brother , Kevin

Class Notes I
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87 Eric Barrett and his wife , Katia, wel-

90

comed their first child, Jack William , on

(Freeman) '92, make their home in Dublin,

Travis Bargeman and his new,vife, Lisa

Oct. IO, 1997 . Richard Mach is opportunities

Calif. Szu Ping "Zeus" Chen is executive vice

manager for Eur opean operations with

president of Daiwa Securities in Hong

Cisco Systems in SanJose . Edwin Palmero is

Kong. Joe DeBiaso is a process engineer for

with Applied Materials and lives in Morgan

DuPont in Richmond, Va. Catherine Hayes

Building a life with father
Tenacity learned at SCU helps a construction company president cement her empire.

Hill, Calif. Maria (Koch) Pribyl and her hus-

is a project coordinator for Citibank in Long

band, Greg, are the proud parents of one-

Island City , N .Y., and started a business,

Having been valedictorian of her high school

Taking pride in quality and reliability, Illig

year-old Victor Edward . Maria joined SCU

Organization Services, Inc . Winston Jaeb

class, Rita Illig Liebelt '80 entered Santa Clara

Construction has completed building, restora-

University feeling pretty sure of herself.

tion, and interior development projects for a

in June 1997 as student systems project

founded and operates California Indoor

manager , managing the student administra-

Advertising in San Jose. He started the busi-

tion facet of the PeopleSoft computer

ness while a sophomore at SCU. Dan Lamey

class, she learned that the average student's

including Gucci America, Warner Bros., and IBM .

system installation. Maria and her family live

married Julie Carmena on May 17, 1997 . Dan

grade point average at SCU's Leavey School

Though the tallest building Illig has constructed

is the director of acquisitions for Regent

was 3.85. She would have her work cut out for

is seven stories, Liebelt says the company's

Assisted Living in Portland , Ore. Julie is the

her. "It was a reality check," says Liebelt. "I

highest calling is honesty and ethics -lessons

deputy prosecuting attorney for Clark

learned tenacity and the will to get the job

she takes from her religious upbringing.

communications at the University of Utah,

County , Wash. The couple resides in

done." It was a lesson that would stay with her

As a member of Legatus, a national Catholic

Salt Lake City. Evan Snyder is international

Vancouver, Wash . Renata Franzia Price and

as she rose through the ranks of a multimillion-

organization of corporate CEOs and presi -

sales manager for Molecular Dynamics in

husband, Robert Price, announce the birth of

dollar company.

Sunnyvale, Calif.

their second child, Logan Franzia Price, on

As president and chief operating officer of Illig Construction Co. of

ing traditional family values in an industry not always known for

89 Jungchul Bae is vice president of Choil

Oct. 7, 1997. Michael Schott married Leslie

Los Angeles, Liebelt has tenacity, a great education, and more than a

integrity . "Construction may not have the best reputation when you

Zimmerman '93 on Oct. 25 , 1997. The

little nepotism working on her side. It was Liebelt's grandfather,

think of how people rank ethics of industries," she says. "We [at Illig]

Paper Co. in Seoul, Korea, where he has

couple lives in San Francisco. Connie

Joseph, moving from the Alsace-Lorraine region of France to Los

are integrity oriented, and we will not tell a client simply what we

been since 1990. Carrie (Cappai) Bauccio

Zimmerman married Kevin Simonsen '82 in

Angeles at the turn of the century, who planted the seeds for what is

think they want to hear."

works for Haight, Brown & Bonesteel in San

summer 1997 . They make their home in

now a $35 -million-a-year operation.

Francisco . She and her husband welcomed a

El Cerrito, Calif.

in Fremont, Calif.

88 Peta Owens works in the office of

daughter , Michaela, in August 1997. Kelly
(Bateman) Douglas and her husband, Robert ,

91

Mary Fraher is a marketing research

But during the first session of a business

blue-ribbon list of Los Angeles businesses,

dents, Liebelt says she is dedicated to uphold-

It's also not an industry with many women in leadership roles . At a

Joseph Illig began the company in 1919 as a plastering business.

recent annual meeting of the Association of General Contractors,

He later turned it over to his three sons, Joseph, Victor, and Edward.

Liebelt says that fewer than 10 percent of the attendees were women.

The fourth son, Alvin, decided to work for a "higher authority," as

But she believes in her chameleon-like ability to adapt in a male-domi-

announce the birth of Brennan Pierce in

analyst for Nissan in Gardena, Calif. She

Liebelt puts it, and became a Paulist priest. Edward, Liebelt's father,

nated environment and adds that she hasn't encountered "a single

April 1997. Kelly is an assistant civil engi-

resides in Hermosa Beach. Laurie Helin is an

took over the company in the late 1970s, but he retired and placed

stumbling block yet. If we stay in the foreground, we will overcome."

neer with the Santa Clara Valley Water

intake clinician with Mental Health

control of it in his eldest daughter's hands on Jan. 1, 1998.

District and lives with her family in Santa

Services West in Portland , Ore . Meredith

Aside from leading a corporation, Liebelt begins and ends her

Though Liebelt seemed the logical choice to take the reins, by no

days with her family, which includes husband Klaus, daughters Anna

means did she plan it that way upon graduating from SCU. With a

(three) and Megan (nine). and son Adam (twelve) . A typical morning

Clara . Aideen Fitzgerald JD '92 is \vith

McAdam is public relations programs

Bullivant Houser and lives in Portland, Ore.

manager at Intel Corp. in Santa Clara.

bachelor's in commerce degree, Liebelt decided to strike out on her

finds her up and out, as she drives one of her daughters to school and

Peter Lee is a special agent 'vith the Federal

Mike Sangiacomo married Whitney Royer in

own, moving to San Francisco and taking a job with First Interstate

then picks up the cell phone to do business during her 20-minute

Bureau oflnvestigation assigned to the

San Francisco in November 1997 · Bob

Bank. She stayed in commercial banking as she moved with her hus-

commute to work. Department meetings, visits with potential cus-

Honolulu Field Division. Natalie Skelton is

Virga and his wife, Eileen, welcome their

band to San Jose and later to Los Angeles. It was then, in the mid-

tomers, and interviews then fill her day.

children's theatre coordinator and assis-

first child, Ashley Nicole. The family lives

1980s, that her father made her an offer she couldn't refuse: to con-

And while her father, now 68, keeps an eye on operations,

tant to the producer at the Bilingual

in Newpor t Beach, Calif.

sider joining the family business. "I gave it much thought," she says,

Liebelt says she doesn't feel that he's watching over her. "He has

92

"and it's the best decision I ever made."

Foundation of the Arts in Los Angeles .
Her husband, Guenther Primig, is ,.,.;th the

Kimberly Alcalde MA '95 married Mark

been there when I needed him, but he has given me latitude to run

Liebelt knew at the start that there would be advantages and dis-

the company. He isn't second-guessing me. He truly has said, 'OK,

Walt Disney Company. They live in Los

Olson in September at Mission Santa Clara.

advantages. "You enter with caution," she says. "Dad and I have a

Angeles. John P. Turner is a partner \vith the

Kim is a child and family counselor at the

terrific working relationship that comes from a basis of mutual

law firm of Rodgers, Deutsch & Turner in

Stanford Center for Research in Disease

respect. We can argue something out and come to an agreement that

Bennett is arts editor of the Downtown Source, a subsidiary of the

Bellevue , Wash .

Prevention, Palo Alto, Calif. They live in

we both can live with."

Seattle Times Company.

Rita, go!"'- Sam Bennett

Cupertino . Patrick Allen married Devon

'85, are \vith the Tanner Asset Management

Wilkins '93 at Mission Santa Clara in July

Group in Saratoga, Calif.
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1997. Wendy Baldwin mar ried Bart Ricketts

Tech nology in Santa Clara. Erica Meadough

on A ug. 23, 1997. Bart is a project manager

earned her J D from T ulane University Law

for Lease Crutcher Lewis Contractors in

School in 1997 and h as joined Fulbrigh t &

Portland, Ore. Wen dy is a financ ial p lanner

Jawo rski in Houston, Tex., as an associate.

for Capital Man agement Consulting,

Julie Oscamou is with Advanced T echn ical

Inc., also in Portland. Molly Foy is a market

Resources and lives in Redwood City, Calif.

resear ch analyst fo r Frost & Sullivan in

Derek Seidewand married Carrie Ken nedy in

Mountain View, Calif. , and lives in San

August 1997 . Derek is a buyer for Wal-Mart

Francisco. Eric and Emily (Saarenas) Hiatt

Can ada in To ronto, where the couple makes

announce th e birth of their fi rst ch ild,

their h ome. Donna (Ekins) Tomlinson and

Samanth a, in J anu ary 1998. Lynette Klinger

husband, Jam ie, announce the b irth of th eir

married Lon Ecklun d in April 1996.
Lynette is a n accou nt manager for CDI
Information Services in Kirkland , Wash.
Tina (Marovic) Schumann and h er husband,

Edward, announce th e bir th of their first
ch il d , Matth ew Michael, in July 1997 . T h e

first child, D avid Jam es, on Aug. 29, 1997·
T h e family resides in Salida, Calif.

95

Calif., and is \vith Hands Net in C upertino.

Wellness Center in Oxford, Miss.

Richelle Faria has been p r omoted to the

posit ion of volumes p lanner with IBM in
Corrina Allen is a reporter for the NBC

San J ose . Dianna Finocchiaro marriedJoe

afft!iate television station in Kenne,vick,

Gallagh er on Aug. 22, 1997. D ianna

Wash. Paul Baukus is director of operations

teach es th ird grade at McKinley Elem en-

,vith Shye USA in Irvine , Calif. Asma Emneia

tary Sch ool in Burlingame, Calif. The

is \vith Pan E uropean Indu stries in Los

cou p le lives in San Francisco. Katherine

Gatos and lives in Saratoga, Calif. Melissa

Kollath lives in New Y ark and is with

Jarvis married Wad e Goff in February 1996.

P r im emed ia Consumer Magazin es. Amy

They welcom ed their first child, Riley Jean,
on May 13, 1997. The fam ily lives in Tigard ,
Ore . Shad Hansen is now wor king in Palo
Alto, Ca lif., and stu dying fo r a master's
degree in p hysical therapy. Leslie Zimmerman

inter n fo r Un iver sity of Washingto n L egal

R elations and lives in L os Gatos, Calif .

married Michael Schott '90 in October. The

James Werth is the OEM/ ven d or allian ces

couple resides in San Francisco.

manager for IBM in Sunnyvale, Calif.

Kuntz and Mike Medina also are with

Stephanie Behm earned a master' s

degree in education from Stanfor d Univer-

96

Mary Bannan lives in San Fra n cisco

an d is wi th Camp Co u nselors USA in

sity in J u ne 1997 . In September 1997 she

S au sal ito. Thomas Burns is with Tri mb l e

married S teve Hatch in La J o lla, Calif.

Navigation in Sunnyvale, Calif. , and lives

Steph anie is now associate proj ect d i rector

in Los Gatos . Lara Friedlander retu rne d to

of PC Day at Smart Valley, Inc. , in San

Melbourne, Australia, to pursu e a career

Mateo, a proj ect th at donates new computers

in advert ising. Heather Osgood is with T h e

to teachers. Winnie Duggan is th e promotion

Ralsto n Gro u p in Bend, Ore . David Van

producer for KRON-TV in San Francisco.
Thomas Gemetti is a senior partner ,vith

Ernst & Young in San J ose. Nancy Jabbour is

Etten is working toward a master 's

degr ee in English at t h e University of
Wisconsin, Madiso n .

At

the tender age of 25, Kate Lamey '95 is

For the mild -mannered Lamey, whose pro-

service representative fo r New Focus in

already dispensing advice to those who want

fessional role model is Katie Couric of NBC's

Santa C lara and lives in Fremont. Noelle

to enter her profession. A television reporter

Today morning show, the soft approach is best.

Oscamou is \vith Ru dolph & Sletten, Inc ., in

with Fox Sports Northwest in Seattle, Lamey

"She's naturally funny , and she doesn't take her-

Faster C ity, Calif .

takes to the air several nights a week for a wide

self too seriously," Lamey says of Couric. "And

audience of Northwest sports fans. "My advice

too many people in th is business do."

Quantu m Corp . Joanna Morse is a customer

GRADUATE ALUMNI
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Robert E. Holm MS has traveled exten-

to anyone thinking about broadcast journalism

While self-assured and composed , the

is to take as many TV production classes and

well-dressed young reporter often finds that

internships as possible," recommends Lamey.

being less aggressive gets her the most atten-

While many aspiring television reporters

tion from athletes. "I've gotten some interviews

fresh out of college must pay their dues, hoping

because I'm not real pushy," she says. "I'm kind

for their big break or struggling for recognition at stations in Small Town

of unassuming. So when big sports stars see me, it's sort of refreshing,

USA, Lamey had the good fortune to step into her dream job right away.

and they give me the interview."

And wh ile the television production classes she took at Santa

But that doesn't mean Lamey is passive- especially in a field typ-

programs inclu ding analyses of stock optio n

Clara were certainly vital in helping her learn the mechanics of the

ically dominated by men. More than anything, she says, the key to

sively and has r ecently wr itten several software

trading and perso nal finan ce. His son, Brian

job, it was an alumni connection that got her in the door. Jorge Sevilla

being accepted by players and others in her field is knowing what

'99 , is maj o r ing in engineering.

'92 was an on-air promotions producer and editor for Prime Sports

she's talking about. "Getting into sports reporting, I knew it was defi-

69

(now Fox Sports I when Lamey contacted him about job opportunit ies

nitely male-dominated," she says. "That's just part of it . But they

at the station. Sevilla told her about an opening as highlight coordi -

won't take you seriously until they find out you do know what you're

nator- a "grunt job," according to Lamey, but definitely a start.

talking about. You have to earn a level of respect. Journalists have to

Rosalie H. Mechanic MA, PhD , experi-

en ced th e loss o f h er husband of 44 years,

keep active walking n ear her h ome at the

community activities , and traveling overseas.

70

Paul Kemp JD announces the arrival of a

That was two years- or, as Lamey would say, two Mariner seasons - ago, and she has slowly worked her way up from production

prove themselves to be respected."
For a television sports reporter, one way to know what you're talking about is by being an athlete. To that end, Lamey has done her

assistant to associate producer to her current on-camera role.
As a reporter, Lamey prepares segments about local sports stars,

homework. "I grew up playing basketball and many different sports,

teams, and behind-the-scenes players. Her credentials give her impres-

and I've always been a fan of baseball," she says. In high school in

sively easy access to famous athletes, and she has developed profes-

Everett, Wash ., she played basketball and was a competition diver

sional friendships with some of the biggest names in their sports.

until she broke her back during a dive.

Though her focus is on local players, Lamey is lucky enough to be

Though her back injury meant she would be sidelined from pursu-

based in a big sports town. Some of her main beats include Major League

ing basketball or diving in college, Lamey could easily get to Oakland

on T h e Alameda in San J ose fo r 20 years,

Baseball's Seattle Mariners, the American Basketball League (women's

Athletics games with her brother Oan '90 (who lives in San Jose I while

specializing in per sonal injury litiga t ion.

professional basketball). hockey, and athletics at the University of

she was a student at SCU. Her love of sports and of broadcast jour-

Washington. While these teams' regular-season successes do not

nalism made the job at Fox Sports a "natural progression," she says.

son, Logan Bru ce, b o rn D ec. I, 1997. Paul

94

Alumna moves quickly from classroom to locker room as a sports reporter.

Calif. Sh e resid es in Mountain View. Brenda

ing in study groups, keeping involved \vith

manager for McGrath Power P ubli c

Taking to the air

analyst at Q u antum Corp. in M ilpitas ,

Santa Cruz [Calif.] Boat H arbor, participat-

Services . Carolyn Rohrer is an acco u n t

I I r• I I I I

director ofYMCA Northwest. She lives in

Louis, in March 199 7. Sh e con tinu es to

Reinhorn lives in Seattle and is a legal

I' I ' I

San ta C lara. Mary Cox is a business sales

su mmer 1997. He is SCU's assistant b aseball

Stewart is a wellness p r ogrammer for Orion

II

\vith Homeless Care F orce an d assistant

comed their new baby, Thea Taylo r , in

coach . Kymberly DeWitt lives in Capitola,

I I

Keri Canedo is an outreach coordinator

Troy Buckley and his ,vife, Kathy, wel-

family lives in San Ramon , Calif. Christine

93

97

has been p r acticing law at the same location

84 Patti Hansen MBA is regional market-

always translate into post-season wins, Seattle fans are infinitely loyal

As for her future in sports reporting, Lamey says she can't look too

and especially supportive of the athletes who play for the home teams.

far ahead. "There's a big turnover rate in this business. You never

Often these athletes are big-name players with international fol-

know when you're going to move up- or out. Unfortunately, I've bro-

shareholder in th e law firm of Adleson,

lowings. It's not unusual for Lamey to land an interview with the likes

ken t hat rule [about looking ahead] . I've got my heart set on report-

Hess & Kelly in Cam p b ell , Calif. H e also is

of baseball superstars Ken Griffey, Jr., Randy Johnson, or Alex

ing the PGA Championships that are coming to Seattle in August. I'm a

a regular volu n teer as a j u dge pro tern for

Rodriguez. Hanging out during pre-game practice or in the locker

huge golf fan, and this event would be the ultimate for me. My com-

the Santa C lara Cou nty Mu n icipal Court

room after the game, she finds a way to get the interview.

posure might be tested then." -

ing director \vith Lam Research Corp. in
Fremo n t , Calif. Duane W. Shewaga JD is a

Sam Bennett

small claims cou rt. H e and h is ,vife, D alene

a financial analyst for Integrated Devices

Waltrip, live in San J ose.
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86 Thomas P. Guil foy MBA has been pro moted to d irector, inter national business
development, with Southwestern Bell Corp.
in San Antonio, Tex.

87 J ames Rigali JD , and his wife , Ann
(Hayes) '86, welcomed their fourth daughter, Brigid Louise, on May 23, 1997.

88 Nina Clymer MBA is a senior consultant
for Phillips Fenwick, which provides integrated strategies for women's services in Scotts
Valley, Calif.

Class Notes I

IClass Notes I

Constitutional Legal Question of Equal

organizations. He enjoyed various outdoor

Protection of Same- Sex Marriage" at the

hobbies and harbored a lifetime love of

24th International Congress of Applied

learning , which he credited to h is SCU

Psychology in August. Fernando is also cele -

education. H is sons, Timothy , Michael,

brating the acceptance of the Association

and Daniel , survive him .

for Gay, Lesbian , and Bisexual Concerns in

of the American Counseling Association.
Peter Rooks MBA started a semi conductor

Bonsall , Calif. Born in 1907 in San Jose ,

manufacturers' representative company,

he earned a bachelor's degree in commerce

Sem iTech Solutions, in New England. The

from SCU and became a lifetime farmer.

six-person company started in March

His daughter C laudia Ann Cords preceded

1997 and expanded injuly , when two part-

h im in death. He is survived by his ,vife of

90 Hele n Beth Morris MBA is a self-

n ers joined the company.

employed bookkeeper in San Jose .

95

91

Sipowicz MBA '96 were married in October
Lorelei Komm JD is in private law prac-

tice in Redwood City, Calif., specializing in
criminal defense. Diana (Barber) Filloux MBA
and her husband, Dominique Filloux MBA ,

65 years , June; sons Gary and Karl; daughtersJune Brewer and Maria Geiss;

Pat ricia Gilmore MBA and Steven

34 Brougham J . Morris , July

15 - month - old son. Steve is chief financia l

a prolonged illness. Born in San Francisco,

officer ofFICS Group N.V., a Belgian

he attended Bellarmine Preparatory School

company based near Brussels.

paper and involved \vith The Owl (now

The Santa Clara Review). He graduated with

DEATHS

a degree in econom ics and later served as

Pleasanton, Calif., and lives in Santa Clara.

a lieutenant in the U .S . Navy during World

Kristina Speer-Cooper MA recently married

War II . He moved to San Marino, Calif. ,

Allen David Cooper . Kristina is an older

investor relations, for McKesson Corp. in
San Francisco . Janet also serves on the
board of the San Francisco chapter of the
National Investor Relations Institute.
Douglas Leu MSEE is a softlvare engineer for
Q2. He lives in Cranford, N.J.

93 Ernie Costello MBA was re~ently pro moted to vice president at Focus, a strategy
consulting firm in Palo Alto , Calif.

94 Fernando J . Gutierrez JD wi ll present
a paper titled "A Compelling Case
for Psychology's Involvement in the U.S.
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1997 , after

was editor of The Santa Clara student news -

Huette! JD is at Trembath Law Offices in

92 Janet Bley MBA is vice president ,

I,

in SanJose. While at SCU , Brougham

their older sister, Veronique. Gina C. Dimuro-

her husband live in Menlo Park, Calif.

grand-

1995 , and live in Belgium with their

Christian on Nov. 4, 1997. They join

Mental Health "Access Program." She and

II

children; and eight great- grandchildren.

announce the arrival of tlvins Gabrielle and

adult specialist with Santa Clara County

One SCU history major's skills help unravel modern problems in Southeast Asia.

29 Robert Graham , june r6 , 1997.
29 Albert Raggio, Nov. 27, 1997, in

Counseling, which he helped start and
chaired from 1985 to 1990, as a full division

in the 1950s and worked in the advertising

29 Ralph G. Fitzgerald , Jan . 9, 1998, in

and printing industries. He was active in

Los Gatos , after a brief illness. A native of

St. Felicitas and Perpetua Catholic Church

Nome , Alaska , and a graduate of Campbell

and was a member of the seniors' club

High School, he earned a mechanical engi -

there . He leaves behind a daughter, Louise;

neering degree from SCU. Ralph served

two sons, Brougham J r. '73 and Thomas;

as a captain in the U .S. Marine Corps from

and one granddaughter. His \vife, Elizabeth ,

1942-45. He married Bernice Huston

preceded him in death. A memorial

of San Jose in 1942, and they celebrated 54

scholarship fu nd has been established in

years together . A licensed professional

his name at SCU.

electrical and mechanical engineer , he
worked for many major Santa Clara Valley

34 Louis J . Pasqu inelli , Jan. 7, 1998, in

emp loyers during his 57-year career,

San Jose. Louis earned his undergraduate

including 14 years with Fa irchild in facili-

degree in history and continued on at

ties management. His retirement came

SCU , earning his law degree in 1935 · A

after 13 years with Memorex. Besides

native ofSanJose, he practiced law the re

devoting many years of service to the

throughout his career. He was an active

Community Association for the Retarded ,

member of the State Bar Association for

he was a founding parent of Serra Center

6r years. His accomplishments in the com-

for the disabled and act ive in other service

munity included past president of the
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Of poppies and people
S ince Santa Clara Magazine published an arti-

hist ory) led him t o enter the University of

cle pondering "The Future of History Majors"

Hawaii's Sout heast As ian history doct oral pro-

[Summe r 1997], George Giacomini Jr. ' 56, asso-

gram. The re he met his future wi fe, fellow stu-

ciate professor of history and assistant to the

dent Anchalee Singhanetra.

president, has enjoyed a stream of news from

The two were marri ed in 1976 at Mission

SCU history alumni who've found success in

Santa Clara by then-University President Will iam

nontraditional careers. But when a letter arrived

Rewa k, S.J., the brother of Renard's college room-

from an alum Giacomini hadn't heard from in

mat e, Mike '68. The couple returned immediat ely

nearly 3D years, it brought home how a history

to Tha iland t o collect dat a for t heir doctoral dis-

degree literally opens up a world of possibiliti es.

sertations (his concerned a Thai hill t ribe). They

The writer, Ron Renard '68, who took

returned to Hawaii in 1977, where he received

Giacomini's course on historiography (the history of history) as a j unior,

his doctorat e in 198D. Soon after, she received her Ph.D., and t he pair

has spent the last 2D years based in Thaila nd. Now an expert in

returned to Thailand.

Southeast Asian minority groups, American policy in that part of the

From 1979 to 1995 Rena rd taught U.S. history, film hist ory, and

world, and the narcotics t rade, Rena rd consult s for the United Nat ions

research methods at Payap Unive rsity; lectured on Southeast Asia to

and ot her international agencies.

visiting American groups; and becau se of his fam iliarity wit h hill tribes,

As head of the U.N.-sponsored Highland People's Project in

worked wit h highland development projects studying social problems

1995- 96, Renard est ablished information networks between the

and t he positive and negative impact elements such as road s,

people in geographically isolat ed highland villages, government

tourism , TV, and even store- bought candies had on the t ri bes.
"In t he cou rse of th is, I learned quite a lot about narcot ics . ..

agencies, and other int erested groups.
When Re nard's group was working in a location the Vietnamese

because it was mistakenly assumed t hat the hill people, who culti-

call "A Luoi District (A Shau Valley) near Ap Bia Mou nta in (also known

vated opium, were the cause of the problem. In fact, t hey are the vic-

as Hamburger Hill)- a lively place in the 'American War,"' the t erra in

tims, forced by powerful forces t o grow t he (traditionally medicinal)

and soci al culture we re so different from even Hanoi that the

poppy . . . as a cash crop," Rena rd explains.

Vietnamese officials wanted to record it on film. So Renard found himself "posing for to urist photos with ex- North Vietnamese Army people

His ext en sive research on the opium trade and unusual discoveries led to his 1996 book, The Burmese Connection.

from Hanoi on Truong San Tra il" (known t o most Americans as Ho Chi

As a "drug expert," Re nard was hired in 1988 by the Economic and

Minh Trail, which is, in fact, not one t rail but a whol e series of them) .

So ci al Commission of Asia and t he Pacific to survey narcotics use in
Kat mandu. "I am happy t o say my hist orical background and t he abil-

It's ironic that he ended up in t his place at all.
Renard expected milit ary service following graduation in June

ity t o analyze sources came in quite handy," Renard says. "Everyone

1968, probably in Vietnam like so many of his peers. But an unex-

we t alked t o had a different st ory with varying degrees of fact and fic-

pected medical exemption in May left him st ateside wit h no plan for

tion. It reminded me disti nctly of t rying to find out the facts of a his-

the future. He enrolled at San Jose State University , earned a mas-

torical controversy, except th is was the present.

t er's in history, and started down the more t raditional career path of

"People th ink history is only about the past, but t he skills you
acquire interpreting and analyzing historic sou rces are useful in

history majors, teaching at St. Joseph Seminary in Mountain View.
After a year there, Richa rd Coz, S.J., helped him secure a post teach·
ing at what is now Assumption Universit y in Thaila nd. Ren ard's growi ng
interest in Asian history (inspired by the late SCU Professor Thaddeus

many other settings."
History in t he making, half a world away from SCU: It's just one
more caree r option for Giacomini's students. - Tegan M. McLane

Flood, even t hough he never t ook Flood's course on Southea st Asian
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IClass Notes I

IClass Notes I

YMCA, past president of Kiwanis, past

Inc ., and chairman of the board of Mills -

Monica Beach when they were teenagers.

committed to his Catholic faith, his family ,

president of Alexian Brothers Hospital,

Peninsula Hospital Foundation in San

While playing for SCU , he acquired the

and his friends . He enjoyed life and shared

past president of the Italian Benevolent

Mateo , Calif. Other boards that he served

nickname "Moe the Toe" when he kicked

that enjoyment with others . His survivors

Society. He wa s ,named father of the year

on included the American Red Cross,

the winning field goal against University of

include his wife , Lee ; his daughters and

in Willow Glen. His loving wife, Mary

Golden Gate Chapter; the California

the Pacific in 1949. He was stationed in

sons - in-law, Anne and Michael MacLellan ,

preceded him in death. His survivors

Council for Environmental and Economic

the Philippines during World War II. Mter

Loretta Warner, M argaret Smith, Claire

include son and daughter-in-law Robert

Balance; and the San Francisco Planning &

graduation he returned to Long Beach,

and Thomas Parker, Theresa and Andrew

and Jean Pasquinelli; daughter Marilou

Urban Council Research Association

Calif. , where he and Shirley raised their

DePoy ; sons and daughters-in-law

Malvini and her husband Gary ; sisters

(SPUR) . He was a trustee of the Citizens

family. He taught catechism at St. Cyprian ' s

Quentin Jr . and Shelli Smith, Raymond

Norma Pieracci , Ann Giacomelli , and

Research Foundation. He also served as

and was the first president of the Los

and Connie Smith , and Paul Smith;

Lillian Vincenzini; several grandchildren;

chairman of the executive advisory commit-

Angeles Archdiocese Catholic School Board.

brother John R . Smith; 2I grandchildren;

and one great- grandchild.

tee of the Program in Business and Social

He served as principal of Downey [Calif.]

and many nieces, nephews , and cousins.

37 Fred DeMaiestri, June 24 , 1997, at age

Policy at U.C.-Berkeley , vice chairman of

High School for I7 years, then became

the Public Mfairs Council, regional vice

educational administrator for the district

SQ

chairman of the U.S . Council for

and served in that capacity until his

cancer. Dominic was a native of Berwick,

graduated from SCU with a degree in chem -

International Business , and vice president

retirement. His other administrative duties

Pa. , and was raised in Long Island , N.Y.,

Dominic A. Fanelli , Jan. 9, 1998, of

istry and returned to his hometown. He

of the British American Chamber of

included serving as the president of the

and SanJose . He attended SanJose High

became a chemical engineer and a world-

Commerce. He was a member of the

southern section of the California

School and served as a sergeant and radio-

renowned expert in extracting magnesia

Bohemian Club , the Stock Exchange Club ,

Interscholastic Federation, the organi za -

operator trainer in the U.S. Army Air

from seawater. He designed and built several

and the Burlingame Country Club. He is

tion that oversees interscholastic sports ,

Corps during World War II. Mter the war

magnesia plants around the world. He

survived by his wife, Janet, two sons ,

from 1982 to 1986, and an administrative

he enrolled at SCU, where he received a

St. Francis Yacht Club. He is survived by
his sisters, Florence McDonald and Rosalie

Randall and Scott, and four grandchildren.

46 Paul M. McCarthy, Dec . 24 , 1997 , at

position with the Downey Adult School

bachelor ' s degree in accounting . H e

until his death . Moe also created the Kris

became a certified public accountant and

Kringle Golf Tournament to feed hungry

was a founding partner of Atkinson , Lee

Boyd; eight nieces and nephews; and

his home in La Jolla, Calif., after a long

families. The tournament served to com -

and F anelli , which became the largest

several grand- nieces and nephews. He was

illness. His long journalism career was spent

bine Moe's love of people and his giving

local accounting firm in San Jose and

preceded in death by his wife , Gladys .

at five California newspapers. He began

spirit. Moe had knee - replacement surgery

later merged into Main Hurdman.

43 Walter K. Morris, Jan . 17, rgg8 , after a

in Red Bluff, then joined the San Francisco

on Aug. 2I, 1997 , and shortly there -

Dominic retired as a partner at that firm.

Chronicle and Examiner, and later

after contracted a respiratory disease. He

He also served as president of the SanJ ose

long illness , at his home in Hillsborough.

became sports editor of the Redwood City

is survived by Shirley, his wife of 53

·chapter of the California Society of CPAs.

He was born in San Francisco and graduat-

Tribune . In 1968 he joined the Oakland

years; daughters Cyndy and Pam; son

His community service spanned 45 years.

ed from SCU with a degree in mechanical

Tribune , where he was a well-known box-

Christopher; six grandchildren; three

His accomplishments included serving as

engineering. During World War II he

ing writer with a special interest in George

step-grandchildren; brothers Al , Jo e, and

member and chairman of the SCU

served in the U.S. Army Air Corps as an

Foreman's career. He was respected among

Ben; and sister Eva.

Board ofF ellows; director for San Jose

instructor and flight engineer on B - 2gs .

other writers at the Tribune as a hard -

Mter the war he spent three years with

nosed journalist committed to accuracy .

board of directors of Walden House, a

home in Menlo Park, Calif.

drug-rehabilitation center in San

Paul retired in 1985. He is survived by his

engineering department , where he stayed

wife, Nancy; daughter Paula Salmi ; sons

until his retirement in rg86 . During his

Kevin and Gregory; four grandchildren;

49

career he was elected president of a Chevron

two sisters; and several nieces and nephews .

1997, in San Jose. A native of San Jose ,

subsidiary in London, appoi!].ted manager

National Bank; and member of the

49 James Collins , April 6 , 1997, at his

United Airlines before joining Chevron's

Fran cisco. Most recently he chaired the
Quentin H. Smith JD '61 , Aug. 17,

advisory committee for San Jose National
Bank. He was also involved in Little

Quentin graduated from SCU with a

League , Camp Castagnola , Casa ltaliana,

degree in business . He met and married

Saratoga Men ' s Club, SanJose Civic

in Long Beach, Calif. Moe was offered a

his wife, Lee , in 1950. He maintained

Club , and Sacred Heart Church. He is

four-year athletic scholarship to attend any

his private law offices in San Jose and was

survived by his wife of I5 years , Virginia ;

of Chevron ' s foreign staff in 1967 , and

49

eventually became the general manager of
the public relations department. In 1978

Moses "Moe" Chavez , Oct. 14, 1997,

he was elected corporate vice president. He

university in the country after an accom-

respected in the legal profession as an

sons Michael, Steven , DominicJr . , and

also devoted time to community service ,

plished high school football career. He

honest, fair, and forgiving man of strong

Joseph; stepsons Steven and James Laden;

where his accomplishments included posi-

chose SCU to be close to his high school

principles . He briefly entered politics in

sister Ann Antuzzi; brother Frank Fanelli;

tions as chairman of the board ofKQED,

sweetheart , Shirley, whom he met at Santa

support of conservative issues. Quentin was

and six grandchildren .

44 1
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by his wife , Maryann ; daughter Cathy
Dominic D. "Corky" Banducci, Sept. I,

1997, in Eureka , Calif. , at age 65. His wife ,
Arlene, survives him .

53

and her fiance, Mark Jewell; son Jo e and
daughter-in - law Renee; daughters Kim
and Sue; son Tom; his mother, Rose
Johnson, ofWillows; his brother , Ed

J . Kenneth Lindgren , Dec . 7, 1997, in

Fresno after a battle with cancer. Born in

Capriola; and numerous other family
members and friends.

Fresno , he graduated from Fresno High
School in 1949 and attended SCU on a
football scholarship . He earned a master' s

degree in special education and spent

7Q

Douglas R. Saxton MS, Oct. 16, 1997,

at home in Sherwood, Ore. , of a heart
attack. He was born in Berkeley, Calif., in

42 years in that field . He was a member of
Olive Branch Lodge #269 F&AM in Tulare ,

8 2. A native of San Francisco , Fred

was a member of St. Brigid' s Church and

53

Scottish Rite Bodies, Fresno Tehran

I943 · He earned his undergraduate degree
from Wheaton College in Wheaton , Ill .
Mter earning his master's degree in engi -

Temple, Odd Fellows Lodge-Fresno #r86,
Lancaster Presbyterian Church, and

neering from SCU, he moved to Tigard,
Ore ., where he served on both the Tigard

Mensa . He volunteered with the American

Red Cross as a lifeguard and first-aid

and Sherwood planning commissions .
He was a member of th e Rolling Hills

instructor and as a reserve police officer
for the City of Corcoran . He also enjoyed
time with the theater and performed in

Community Church in Tualatin , Ore . ,
and played in the Tualatin Valley
Community Band . He is survived by his

several musicals with the Desert Opera in
Palmdale . He is survived by his loving wife ,
Elaine; daughters and sons - in-law, Patricia
Lynn Stevey- Ruiz and her husband , Jesse ,

wife of 32 years, Linda; daughters
Tanya, Amy , and Laura ; brother Paul;
sister Heather; his father , Robert; and
two grandchildren.

Susan Carol Lindgren Robertson and her
husband , Wesley, and Karen Ann ; his
brother , James; and three grandchildren.

61

71

Michael A. Florczyk MS, Oct. 21, 1997 ,

in Syracuse, N.Y. H e graduated from
Syracuse University with a degree in mathe -

MartinS. Capriola , Jan . 3, 1998 , of a

heart attack . Born in Elko, Nev . , Aug. 22 ,
1939 , he moved to Willows , Calif. , in 1955
and graduated from Willows High School.
Marty earned his bachelor ' s degree in
political science and was senior class president at SCU. Upon graduation he received
the Silver Medal as the top graduating resi dent student. In 1963 he married Maryann

matics before earning a master's degree
from SCU . He was department manager
with the software division of TRW and
served with the Air Force Aerospace Test
Wing. He is survived by his wife , Eugenie;
son David; daughters Michelle , Katie , and
Laurie; parents Alfonse and Angela ;
brothers Raymond and Paul; and sister
Mary Anne Glover.

Imwalle of San Jose. He graduated cum
laude from SCU School of Law in 1964
and returned to Willows, where he

rare form of bone cancer. Thomas grew up

remained in private practice until his death.
He was president of the Willows Rotary

City ofWillows. He was a 4-H leader ,

golfer . He will be remembered as a loving
father and devoted husband. He is survived
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du Chien, Wise. , before coming to SCU,
where he studied business. He returned to

enjoyed woodworking , and was an avid

C L A RA

in Burlington and Fort Madison, Ia . He
attended Campion High School in Prairie

Club and served as city att orney for the
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76 ThomasC.Cain , Julyi7, 1997, ofa

1998

Iowa after earning his degree to participate
in his family's business, owning and m anaging three McDonald ' s Corp. restaurants.
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He was a devout Ca tholi c and member

Phone

of St. Mary' s pari sh in West Burlington ,
Ia . He was prec e d e d in death by hi s lov ing siste r Colle en. He is survived b y hi s

3
4

parents , Thomas L. and M argaret , and his
sister C athleen .

77 William

J. Wilkinson , Sept.

13

South Valley
Peninsula
Santa Clara

Golflournament & Family Barbecue
Post-work Reception
First Friday Mass & Lunch

Santa Clara

after a six-year b attle with n on-Hodgkin 's
lymphom a. Bill was a p artner in Ruzzo ,

San Jose
San Francisco
Watsonville

Gia Biagi '93
Erin Strain '95
Tony Scurich '81

Bronco Bench Golflournament
Post-work Reception
Family Picnic

408-778-2468
650-325-1928
408-255-6436
408-554-6800

Tenth Annual Alumni Association
Graduation Picnic for the Class of 1998

7, 1997,
19
25
26

John Zent '68
Rose Freeman '97
Nick Fedeli '65

408-554-6921
415-492-3310
408-722-4186

Scholl , and Murphy, certified p ub lic
accountants. He had served on the bo ard
o f directo r s and the executive board and
as treasurer for th e Santa Clara C ounty

9
15
23

Peninsula
Pastoral Ministries
San Francisco

Paul Oe Cunzo '86
Janet Miller '69MA'90
Todd Rahimi '90

Post-work Reception
Alumni and Student Barbecue
Post-work Reception

650-968-1213
209-392-2204
415-387-7064

of The Kenna C lu b at SC U . He is survived
b y his wife , Anne; three children, Jake ,

Portland
San Jose
San Francisco
Sacramento

Rick Allen '80
Heather Campbell '97
Chris Hackman '97
Patty Zannetti '86

Post-work Reception
Post-work Reception
Post-work Social
Community Service Project

503-226-1320
408-553-2034
415-676-2689
916-457-0912

Health Care. "The Me rge•· of U CSF Medical Cen ter

Museum . The museum is open Tuesd'!Y through Sund'!Y•

Call 4 08-554-692 1 fo r m ore i n format ion.

an d Sta nfo r d Health Services- A Six -mo n th

11 a.m.-4 p.m.; closed Mond'!Y and the Independence D'!Y

Auq. J-7 - Ethics in the K-12 Classroom. Th is five -

weekend. Ca/1408-554-4528 for more information.

d ay program is d es ig n ed t o in tro duce eth ics

Throuqh Auq. 2 -Ann Hoqle: Holdinq the Opposites.

e du cat i on t o t eac h ers a nd adm i nis t rators . I t
inclu d es one ove r nigh t stay at St. Fran cis Re trea t

No rth er n Califor nia a nd imagined them taki ng

House in S a n jua n B au t ista. Particip a n ts will

on human or animal fo rm , yo u ' ll app r eciate the

acqui re th e skill s to i n t egrat e e thics i nto th eir

a n i m a t e d con t o u rs of H ogle 's lan d scapes . This

curricula a n d t o work wit h fa culty, st aff, a d m in ~

established Bay A r ea artist explain s h er app roach

i stra ti on, and stu de n ts i n t he ir sc h oo ls to

t o th e subj ect: " I f eel what ' s alive under the ski n

d evel o p et hi cal awareness an d moral r e flec ti on.

of the ea rth . As I p ai n t the surface of th e hills,

Facilita tors includ e T h o m as Sh anks, S.J. , execu-

I o f t e n th ink o f t he s tra ta under th e e arth ."

t ive di rec to r o f SCU ' s Markkul a Center fo r
Ap pli ed E thi cs; Steve J oh nso n . S. M . , lecture r in

Throuqh Auq . 21 - Recent Gifts to the Permanent

m u se u m d u ring 1997 an d early 1998. Works
include a rti sts such as Ela i ne Badgel ey~Ar no ux ,

D avid Maxim, and E n r iq u e C h agoya.

93 Siqfried Paul Drinkmann , N ov. 7, 1997,

Santa Clara

Gary Shara '67 JO '70

First Friday Mass & Lunch

11
12
13

408-554-6800

Reunions for the classes of
1938,1943,1948
Gianera Society Dinner
Vintage Santa Clara 'm

Santa Clara
Santa Clara
Santa Clara

Shawna Muren '95
Tina Misthos '95

is survived by his m o ther , Mar ie, and his
b rother , Ernie.

KEEP IN TOUCH.

408-559-4660

June 6-Auq . 2 - Girl's Basketball Summer Camps.
All Star Cam p will r u n J u n e 6 - 7 for gra des

in Indiana of natural cau ses. He was a
gr aduate student at Indiana University. He

408-554-6800
408-554-6800
408-554-6800

9-12; Ju n ior B ro n co Camp, June 6- 7 for grad es
1-6; Indivi d u al Ove rn ight Camp , June 21- 2 5
for grades 7-12; Tea m C amp , Ju ne 25-29, for
memb ers o f h igh -sch ool teams; SCU Sha r p-

17
17
23
24
25

East Bay
Marin
Orange County
San Francisco
San Diego

Denise Engler '95
John Taddeucci '58
Jim Bannan '82
Tim Madden '90
Sean Saadeh '95

Post-work Social
Annual Dinner
Economic Forecast
Post-work Social
Golflournament & Dinner Dance

510-229-4579
415-457-0831
714-759-8590
650-493-1131
619-224-4171 x387

since graduation- career moves,

like fellow graduates to know about
your life. Because of accuracy concerns,
please send us typewritten copy

2

First Friday Mass & Lunch
Ministry in the 21st Century

10

San Jose
Santa Clara

11

Santa Clara

Fall Homecoming Golflournament
Fall Homecoming & Reunions for the
classes of 1953, 1963, 1973, 1983, 1993
Fall Reunion Brunch

4
9

17
18

Direct all correspondence to: Class

22

Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA
95053-9980. Fax: 408-554-2155.

Nick Fedeli '67 JD '72
Janet Miller '69 MA '90

Santa Clara
Santa Clara

by mail or fax, or contact us by E-mail.

Notes Editor, Santa Clara Magazine,

'84 (T each ing Credential '85), coord in ato r o f
G ifted and Talen ted E ducati o n at Indep end ence
Hig h Sch oo l in Sa n J ose. $600. C all the
M a r kkul a Center fo r Appl ied E th ics a t 4 08 -

Auq. 25-Sept. 4 - SCU Men's Basketball European

22
23
25
28
30

Sacramento
Peninsula
San Francisco
Phoenix
Seattle
Portland
Santa Cruz
San Diego

Mass & Family Barbecue
Santa Clara Sunday
Post-work Social
Post-work Social
Night at the Races
Post Soccer Game Reception
Fall Luncheon
Post Soccer Game Reception

408-255-6436
209-392-2204

two - we ek t o u r of n o r th e r n I taly a n d so uth e r n

F r ance . $ 2 ,8 9 9 (ap p rox imate) . Call Ass istant

408-554-6800
408-554-6800

inf or mat ion .

OF SEPTEMBER

Mark & Patty Read '76
Paul De Cunzo '86
Todd Rahimi '90
Scott Asher '87
Gary Wheatley Jr. '83
Dave Kalez '81
Bob Semas '67
Jim Spain '74

916-488-1221
650-968-1213
415-387-7064
602-661-9274
800-735-1326
503-248-0721
408-462-7574
619-455-1515

Law Alumni

and Br onco Day Camp, July 3 1-Aug . 2 fo r

Ca ll Mike Cheri)•at 408 -554 - 5496 for more information.
J u ne 29 - Law Al u m n i Boar d G olf Tournament.

P avilion an d Buch ser Middl e Sch ool in Santa

Ruhy Hill Golf C lub in Pleasanton, Calif.

NINETY-EIGHT

July 13 - Los Angeles Law Alu m n i Din n e r an d
Baseb all Game . Di nner in t h e C h amp io n R oom

i n D o d ger Stad iu m b efore the game.

high ~ scho ol s tud ent s th e ch ance t o e xp erie n ce

unive rsity life a n d get a h ead start on thei r aca d ~

Santa Clara Magazine is August 3, 1998.

* invite all alumni, families, and ji-iends to participate

in these events. Please note th at this is a prelimi-

nary schedule. Call Donohoe Alumni House f or confirmation and details. You mcy make reservations

lry phone (4 08-554 - 68 o o);jax (4 08- 554 - 21 55) ; E- mail <alumupdate@scu .edu >.
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ONE-THIRTY TO FIVE o'CLOCK

S ch ne ide r, U n dergradu ate S u mmer P rogram , a t

408 - 554 - 23 8 4 for more informat ion .
June 19 - 20th Annual Bronco Bench Golf Tournament.
D i n n e r, au cti on, and r affle to b enefit sch o larships

MISSION GARDENS

Kenna Club
Ken na Club luncheons are held in Benson Center 's Williman
Room. Reception , 11,45 a.m.; luncheon, 12o15 p.m.;

SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY

presentation, 12o45 p.m. Members, $ 15; nonmembers, $22.
Reservations required; ca/1408-554 - 4699 ·
June 19 - Richard Henninq, founder, Celebrity Forum.
"Behi n d th e Scenes at th e Celebrity Fo ru m ."

The San Jose Chapter of the
Alumni Association invites you and
your family to join the fun
and festivities at the fifteenth-annual
food and winetasting
extravaganza. Some fifty alumni-

E-mail: <alumupdate@scu .edu >
Deadline for the November 1998

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND

we e k p rogram that offers a sel ect gro u p of

ernie caree r s. $goo . Call Ka thleen Villa rru el

408-554-6800

SuNDAY, THE THIRTEENTH

Coach Sam Scuilli at 408-554 - 4-69 1 for m ore

grades 7-12 . All camps will b e held at SCU's Toso

June 1B-July 24 - Younq Scholars Proqram. A five -

SANTA CLARA XV

Tour. J oin the SCU men ' s b asketb all team fo r a

Sh arpsh oo ters, July 31-Aug. 2 for grad es r- 6 ;

at 4-08-554-4-567 for more info rmation .

marriage, children, anything you would

Fam ily, School , and Comm unity; an d Steve K ahl

sh ooter s, J uly 3 1-Au g . 2 for g rad es 7-12; J u nior

C lara. Costs of th e camp s va r y; call Sh a u nice W arr

Let us know what you've been doing

educat ion and d irecto r o f S CU ' s Center for

55 4- 5319 o r fax 40 8 - 554-2373 .

Special Events
4

Re t r o spective . "

Auq. 21 - Jan Hutchins. To pic T BA.

If yo u 've ever gazed at the ro ll i n g h ills of

Claire , and joe ; and his parents, William E.

' 54 and F ran ces.

July 31 - Peter Van Etten, CEO, UCSF Stanford

Unless otherwise noted, exhibits are free and in de Saisset

exce ptio n a l works o f art given b y f ri ends of th e

19
20
27
TBA

fo r stud en t - athletes . Santa Teresa Golf C luh ,
San J ose; 12o30 p . m. shotgu n sta r t. $ 150- $ 190.

Collection. T h is exhibit sh owcas es a n umb e r of

City C ou n cil of the Boy Scouts of America.
He also served on the board o f d i r e cto r s

Art Exhibits

affiliated vintners and

June 12- Bacca laureate Mass. Mission Gardens, 4:30p.m. Reception, 6 p.m.

restaurateurs will once again

June 13- 147th Undergraduate Comme nce ment. Mission Gardens, 9 a.m. Speaker TBA.

offer their wares.

June 14- Graduate Commencement. Mission Gardens, 9:30a.m. Speaker: Lewis Platt,

For Uckets and details. call the

cha irman, president, and CEO, Hewlett-Packard Company.

Alumni Office. 408-554-6800.
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IAfterWords I
By Michelle Ku '98

Linking the classroom to cyberspace

WHAT~PARlY!

Lessons in technical competence take on a global emphasis.

Karen Fox, associate professor of mar-

Alandaluz, an Ecuadorian ecological group.

keting , spent summer 1997 criss-crossing

Students researched subjects such as ecolog-

Europe- while teaching an MBA inter-

ical tourism , biological gardening, refor-

session marketing course at SCU via

estation, and alternative construction

cybercafes. Students of Josef Helle brandt,

methods using bamboo. Using brochures,

assistant professor of modern languages

videos, and audio materials provided by

and literatures, communicate with social

Alandaluz, students created a multimedia

foundations in Ecuador by e-mail.

Web page in Spanish. At the end of the

Fox and Hellebrandt are just two of

quarter, their work was pressed into a beta

SCU' s faculty who are integrating the use of

(preliminary) testing version of a CD-ROM.

technology into their classroom curricula.

"Alandaluz offered us authentic mate-

Since January 1995 , when the faculty/staff

rials to work with," Hellebrandt observes,

Technology Steering Committee (TSC)

"things that aren't book-based. What they

The Board of Fellows sincereJy thanks all involved with Golden Circle XXXII- espe-

outlined a strategy for technology at SCU, more and more fac-

wanted was a forum to spread their efforts. It was an interna-

ciaiJy Bob Newhart, for his outstandingpeiformance, and our Partners in Gold, Cirrus

ulty have integrated its use into their coursework.

tional collaboration to establish connections, a lesson in cul-

Logic and Xilinx, for their corporate sponsorships. You have made this our most success-

tural competence with global emphasis."

ful theatre par!J ever: With matching funds from the Lokry Challenge, the February 28

To speed this integration , the University hired David
Armstrong, an instructional technology resource specialist,

While some faculty have fully integrated their courses with

two years ago. He assists faculty in developing curricula utiliz-

technology, others use it as a tool to disseminate information

ing technology, acquiring necessary software and equipment,

to their students without making technology central to their

and providing technical knowledge in creating World Wide

courses. If faculty are not actively using technology in their

Stqy tuned for nextyear's extravaganza: Golden Circle XXXIII, February 27, 1999· More

Web pages.

courses, they feel they should at least have syllabi and other

than

For a year, with Armstrong' s help, Fox has been teaching

Nearly roo professors in a wide cross-section of disci-

Board . It lists readings and assignments and allows students to

plines- accounting, biology, engineering, physics, psychol-

submit work electronically, in addition to participating in

ogy, and religious studies, to name a few-have posted readings

give-and-take discussions on marketing.

and other course materials on ERes (Electronic Reserves).

Fox utilizes the technology so well that she was able to teach

Students can access ERes at <www.test.scu.edu/eres/> 24 hours

the first part of her MBAintersession course from Europe. (For

a day. And files can be used by more than one student at a time.

intersession classes, study assignments are made before classes

Philip Kesten, professor of physics, adds, "We are no

start, allowing students to work on them during summer. Class

longer impressed when a faculty member brings a laptop and

sessions take place from mid-August to mid- September.)

an LCD overhead to class for PowerPoint lectures. It's com-

with Web access, see what my students were posting, and give

150

members of the Santa Clara famiJy have made their reservations alreacfy!

contextual information available on the Web, Armstrong says.

marketing courses via a bulletin board system called Web-

"When I was in Europe, " Fox recalls, "I could go anywhere

gala raised more than half a million dollars for our undergraduate students.

monplace. We don't notice when faculty tell students to do
research on the Web.

them feedback." She checked in from cybercafes in Ireland,

"That tells me, " he concludes, "that the University already

Italy, Romania, and the Czech Republic. At times , the Web

has made considerable progress in integrating technology

connection was slow, but she still managed to give students

into the classroom."

The evening's star surrounded by FOBs (Friends of Bob)-Santa Clara's student and faculty per·
formers for Golden Circle XXXII. Bob Newhart is the proud parent of a current Santa Clara sophomore.

necessary feedback.
During winter quarter, Hellebrandt taught an intermedi ate-Spanish class that created a multimedia CD-ROM for
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Michelle Ku will graduate jram SCU in June with a degree in English. She is
a/sa afreelance writer with Metra Newspapers, Inc. in San Jase.
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With simple and direct strokes, California artist

Ann Hogle
paints forcefully and pass ionately. Her impressions of the BC!J Area relate to the human boc!J and reflect
the past seven decades of BC!J Area figurative ana abstract art.

On view at the de Saisset Museum on the Santa Clara Universi!J campus through August 21.
Hours TuesdC!J through Sundqy,

11

a. m. - 4 p . m.; closed MondC!Js and Independence Day weekend, july 3-5.

Call 408-554-4528 for further information.

\ ~·

